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Introduction

At an accelerating pace, democracies are in decline worldwide. Today, less than one-fifth of us live in countries deemed “fully free.”

Ours is one of these struggling democracies, and Americans are worried—really worried. Almost two-thirds of us believe our democracy is “in crisis and at risk of failing,” a NPR/Ipsos poll found in 2022.

Youth are especially troubled: In a 2021 study only 7 percent agreed that our democracy is healthy, while just over half viewed it as “in trouble” or “failing” (see Figure 1).

“Since the mid 1960s, trust in government has plummeted—from about three-quarters to just one-fifth today.”

Such fear reflects Americans’ sinking trust in government—plummeting from over three-quarters of us in the mid-1960s to just one-fifth today (see Figure 2). And in 2022, disapproval of the Supreme Court’s work hit an all-time high of 58 percent. At the same time, trust in newspapers has hit a record low, with just 16 percent experiencing “a great deal” or “quite a lot” of confidence.

Overall, “less than one in four Americans believe the federal government, American corporations, and national media to be honest,” found research by More in Common in 2021.

While many forces contribute to these bleak assessments, disinformation is certainly one. On January 6th, 2021, Americans experienced a piercing wake-up call as to its power when a mob, incited by then President Donald Trump, stormed the U.S. Capitol seeking to overturn the results of a fair election.

Most participants had been made to believe our election had been “stolen by emboldened radical-left Democrats” and “the fake news media.” Leading Republicans had for some time claimed widespread voter fraud, even though data—including that provided by the conservative Heritage Foundation—fail to back these charges. Its online databank covering local to national elections shows insignificant cases in relation to the millions of ballots cast in our nation.

The ensuing chaos, violence, and death on that day were in large measure triggered by disinformation, spread not only across social media but also amplified by major conservative media outlets, including Fox News, Newsmax, and One America News (OAN).

Despite deep divides, nearly all of us do “agree that the spread of misinformation is a problem,” according to a 2021 Pearson Institute/AP-NORC poll. Yet, many remain under its influence. Seventy percent of Republicans, for example, still believe that the 2020 election was stolen.

Furthermore, forty-one million Americans, roughly 16 percent of American adults, believe QAnon conspiracies are real—disinformation
that led a Detroit man to murder a family member in the fall of 2022.¹⁴

And more than a fifth of us believe the Sandy Hook Elementary School massacre was “definitely, or possibly, faked,” largely because of the lies of Alex Jones on Infowars, a website with 10 million monthly visits.¹⁵ (Note that Jones’ parent company is called “Free Speech Systems.”¹⁶) So painful were Jones’ Sandy Hook lies to parents whose children had been killed in the massacre that one family filed and won a lawsuit against him for their suffering.¹⁷

Many also believe COVID vaccines have been “killing people,” reported Scientific American in 2022.¹⁸

Disinformation has also played a role in making many Americans feel that immigration puts their safety at risk, despite a study by the conservative Cato Foundation showing illegal immigrants are convicted of crimes at about half the rate of the native born.¹⁹ Why the unwarranted fear? President Trump’s rhetoric was “prone to linking immigrants and crime,” observed a Christian Science Monitor reporter in 2020.²⁰

Americans widely agree that disinformation is a problem. The problem is, of course, that we’re convinced it is the others’ facts that are false. Now tearing the fabric of democracy, this divide has grown to such a degree that in 2022, half of Americans predict a civil war in the next “several years.”²¹

“In 2022, half of Americans predict a civil war in the next ‘several years.’”

Despite troubling findings, three-quarters of Americans still view our country as standing above all other nations or as “one of the greatest,” Pew Research Center finds.²² Surely, such contradictory views of ourselves must create psychic dissonance—discomfort that
could feed determination to live up to our positive self-assessment.

It is this possibility that motivates our report.

We hope that discovering the constructive actions of other nations can feed our determination to take on this pressing question: *How can democracies committed to freedom of speech protect against dangerous lies and manipulation?*

The answer is far from obvious.

In the U.S., protections against disinformation in broadcast news are scant. The Federal Communications Commission deems its own rules “narrow in scope,” meaning it will act only to remove what is false and will “immediately cause direct and actual damage to property or to the health or safety of the general public, or diversion of law enforcement or other public health and safety authorities from their duties.”\(^\text{23}\) Quite a high bar.

The very topic of countering disinformation is so fraught—and trust in government so low—that in the spring of 2022, when our Department of Homeland Security formed a “Disinformation Governance Board” to grapple with the challenge, pushback was swift and strident.\(^\text{24}\) No doubt one mistake had been putting “governance” in the board’s title—for some evoking Big Brother control of speech.

At first, the Department tried to defend its mission, releasing a “fact sheet” reassuring Americans that the Board’s goal was information and guidance, having nothing to do with censorship.\(^\text{25}\) It noted that “for nearly 10 years, agencies across DHS have worked to address disinformation that threatens our homeland security.”\(^\text{26}\) The department mentioned, for example, its effort to confront disinformation about public dangers, such as Hurricane Sandy.
But damage control failed, and within a few weeks President Biden nixed the Board.27

Americans feel acute sensitivity about “freedom of speech,” but we are almost equally divided on how we prioritize that freedom versus protection from harm. About half of American adults—48 percent—agree, as of 2021, that “government should take steps to restrict false information, even if it means losing some freedom to access and publish content.” (That’s up from 30 percent in 2018, finds Pew Research).28

We are thus walking a tightrope, balancing the protection of our First Amendment rights against the harm of disinformation. Achieving a balance that strengthens our democracy is only made more difficult by monopoly’s grip on U.S. media.

Private, Monopoly Power, a Threat to Truth Telling

In the 1980s, around 50 media corporations competed for our attention, but today just six corporations own 90 percent of U.S. media.29 And media concentration continues to tighten.

“At this writing, Elon Musk, the world’s richest person, has just purchased Twitter for $44 billion.30 Repeatedly, Musk has stressed his commitment to “free speech” and left unclear how he will handle disinformation – i.e., harmful lies.31 Consequences were immediate. “Hate-filled Tweets” leapt nearly five-fold, potentially reaching over 3 million users, in the 12 hours following the purchase.32

Also in this moment, “deepfake” media manipulation on TikTok is “raising alarms,” reports The New York Times.33 With 1.6 billion active users, the spread of false and altered content, which can be used to “sow political division, advance conspiracy theories and threaten the core tenets of democracy” is worrisome.34

Such concentration of power gives these six leading corporations enormous power to operate as they please, even undermining democracy when such private profit-motivated entities reign over citizens’ will.35 In 2021, as both political parties were considering legislation to reign in corporate power, seven big tech companies spent nearly $70 million on lobbying to counter government action to increase competition in the media sphere.36 That year, Facebook’s parent company, Meta, spent over $20 million on lobbying, ranking seventh in overall spending.37 Comcast spent nearly $13.5 million.38

Beneath the threat of monopoly power is the underlying danger of public communication driven by what advertisers will pay for. “The reliance on advertising by so much of our digital public sphere—Facebook, YouTube, TikTok, Instagram, and Twitter—has perniciously fueled tribalization, hate speech and surveillance,” argues sociologist and New York Times columnist Zeynep Tufekci.39
While the threat to fact-based, democratic exchange posed by the narrowing control of private, advertising-driven media is real, one key corporate media player stepped up. In 2016, Facebook announced it would enable its 1.8 billion users to report "hoaxes and mark news as fake," reported CNBC. Its plan also relies on help from fact-checking organizations, including Poynter Institute’s International Fact-Checking Network, to identify and call out fake stories.40

In mid-2022, Meta expanded its scope, launching a tool—“Sphere”—aimed at increasing the validity of the Wikipedia database through algorithm-based fact-checking. Meta claims to be the first AI-powered, internet tool “automatically scanning hundreds of thousands of citations at once to check whether they truly support the corresponding claims.”41

“Guiding our brutal form of capitalism is one unspoken “rule”: Do what brings the highest return to existing wealth”

Meta left the company. After his departure he claimed that there are varying schools of thought on transparency within Meta; “While some at the company tended to advocate for as much transparency as legally feasible, others believed that transparency has led to needless complication.”43

This, along with the fact that right-wing pages consistently get more attention than traditional news outlets, calls for great concern about the misinformation that is, and will be, spread on Meta platforms.44

Of course, monopoly control doesn’t exist only within U.S. media.

It is an outcome flowing from the unspoken “rule” guiding our brutal form of capitalism: Do what brings the highest return to existing wealth. What follows is extreme economic inequality and tightly held corporate power.

Way back in 1890, the Sherman Anti-Trust Act—the first rule to combat such power—passed unanimously. It aimed to break up consolidated “trusts” (i.e., monopolies). Yet, despite a few critical cases throughout the 1900s, the bill’s vague wording limited its impact.45 Meanwhile, monopolies’ power tightened.

In the early 20th century, the inventor of the (aptly named) board game Monopoly, Lizzie Magie, hoped to alert us once again to the

“The reliance on advertising by so much of our digital public sphere – Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, and Twitter – has perniciously fueled tribalization, hate speech, and surveillance,’ argues sociologist and New York Times columnist Zeynep Tufekci.”

Note, however, Sphere is still in its research phase and has not been put into use.42 Meta does have another fact checking service called Crowd Tangle on platforms such as Facebook. However, the future of this service is unclear. In 2021, the CEO of Crowd Tangle, Brandon Silverman, and other members of his team at
danger of monopoly power. In her game, each player moves around the board until one has control of virtually all the property. While Monopoly has become an iconic family pastime, the winning strategy illustrates the dynamic driving our very real American economy: In it, income, wealth, and power concentrate to the point that, today, the three richest Americans control more wealth than the bottom half of the population.

When I was a kid, the dynamic of the game was not so bad. My brother won most of the time, but at least that meant I could go to bed. Operating within a society, though, its logic results in fewer and fewer of us having a bed to go to.

Clearly, we didn’t heed Magie’s warning. Today her game is owned by Hasbro—yes, a monopoly.

In the process, we’ve generated wealth inequality more extreme than in 111 countries, putting us virtually on par with the Ivory Coast and Peru. By contrast, most nations we consider peers enjoy much more equal distribution of wealth.

And income inequality? We rank 122nd, just below Haiti and Malaysia—putting us nearly fifty nations below the nearest Western democracy, based on World Bank data. We arrived at this sad place in part because so many of us think of “rules” as oppressive. What is critical to keep in mind, however, is that all markets have rules. Many are explicit, life-protecting rules that most of us appreciate—including those against, say, the sale of medications not approved by the FDA; or workplace rules to protect workers from danger.

The political and economic aspects of democracy are inseparable, as many citizens now grasp. We began with alarming news of the tight grip of a few media corporations, but monopoly power is a hazard across most sectors today.

Monopoly power is one reason that over the last half century, the American economy has become much more unfair. One measure? Our middle class has shrunk by almost 20 percent. Economic insecurity can, unfortunately, also make us more vulnerable to disinformation, including “blaming the other” narratives that can distract us from the systemic failures of our brutal form of capitalism.

Such vulnerability to disinformation has many sources; but, in our culture, one seems particularly active and longstanding. Its roots are in the premise that our economy embodies a “free market” in which anyone who tries hard enough can rise to success. Thus, it is understandable that many of those at the lower rungs of the economic ladder assume, even if unconsciously, that they are responsible for their own poor standing.

Feelings of shame can then arise. But shame is extremely uncomfortable, and relief is often found in blame. Thus, disinformation that identifies enemies and encourages blaming has
great appeal. Trump’s identification of illegal immigrants as a major cause of our ills, for example, resonates with many, and Republicans now gain support in renewed calls for a border wall.53

Thus, America’s deepening political divides, fed by disinformation, also have roots in the deepening economic insecurity that so many experience today. As noted, income inequality in the U.S. is already more extreme than in 121 countries.54

As we explore later, answers lie in building a strong democracy movement that enables elected officials to answer to citizens, not Big Money. We will then have a chance to reinstate effective anti-monopoly rules and create a fairer economy.

All of the above matters because trust is a bedrock of democracy. Citizens are motivated to engage only when we trust each other and our elected bodies. If distrust and despair drive citizens to withdraw, democracy dies.

At the same time, one can well argue that democracy has never been more necessary. Without it, how can humanity possibly confront today’s extreme and deadly concentration of wealth or existential planetary threats, from the climate crisis to species extinction?

“If distrust and despair drive citizens to withdraw, democracy dies.”

Disinformation is also, of course, a common tool of autocrats, as today we see Russia’s Vladimir Putin using it to justify his merciless attack on Ukraine.55 Corrupted democracies are known to employ disinformation. So, we begin with cautionary tales of their actions.

However, the purpose of our report is positive learning. Thus, our focus is on the varied experiences of five democracies that are creatively, courageously, and constructively taking on the disinformation crisis.

Risk – It’s a Given

As we begin, let us underscore perhaps an obvious realization coming out of our research: Risk is unavoidable.

Failing to confront disinformation involves great risk, and today we are experiencing the negative consequences of our neglect. But tackling disinformation also involves risks, including mistakes in identifying disinformation as well as overreach diminishing freedom of speech, not only in the U.S., but across the world.

But the inevitability of risk doesn’t leave us powerless. Our premise is that we can minimize risk as we move ahead with care and draw on the experience of others we respect.

Being able to learn from other nations, however, requires a realistic assessment of ourselves. And this is tricky, especially because the mindset of “American exceptionalism”—meaning everything American is exceptionally good, certainly as it relates to “freedom”—has been around for so long. But humility is in
order. Today our democracy ranks poorly. Freedom House—founded in 1941 by Eleanor Roosevelt and other prominent Americans—places the U.S. between Samoa and Panama (see Figure 3).\(^{56}\)

Freedom House annual rankings, on which we rely throughout this report, are based on an analysis of a nation’s political rights and civil liberties (see Appendix C-1).

Political rights are measured in fairness of the electoral process, choice and participation in the political system, and how well government functions. Civil liberties cover freedom of expression and belief, freedom of association, and the rule of law.

Challenging Americans’ self-image, we fall behind 61 countries including all 27 E.U. nations except Bulgaria and Poland.\(^{57}\)

Why our low ranking? One factor could be the role of money in American politics. Here in the U.S., spending in our 2020 presidential and congressional elections totaled $14.4 billion—more than double the record set in 2016, according to Open Secrets.\(^{58}\)

This leap follows the Supreme Court’s 2010 *Citizens United V. Federal Election* ruling enabling corporations and other donors to spend “unlimited funds” in U.S. elections.\(^{59}\)

By contrast, all E.U. member states except Italy provide public subsidies for party funding.\(^{60}\) Typically, public financing provides over half of party income.\(^{61}\)

Consider Germany. In its 2018 election, the largest share of political party financing came from public funds and party-membership fees. Only 10 percent came from private donations. Per capita, Germans spent only one-seventh as much in their national election as the U.S. did in our 2020 election.\(^{62}\)

Another E.U. nation—France—places limits on individual contributions to both party and presidential candidates. Corporate firms and legal entities are banned from financing candidates altogether.\(^{63}\)

**Lessons, Not Models**

Our aim here is not to champion specific, corrective measures to fight disinformation, but rather to offer examples of what some democracies are doing to combat it. As we humans take our cues from each other, our hope is that learning about how others are combating disinformation could trigger effective action here at home.

Neither is our report an exhaustive exploration—it is a beginning. We hope to update it as constructive strategies and progress emerge, and we invite you, dear readers, to send your suggestions and updates to: CrisisofTrust@smallplanet.org.
Disinformation is a mighty force. It can tap humanity’s tendency to blame and latch onto simple answers. Plus, the speed of its transmission gives disinformation special power. As MIT Media Lab observed, “Falsehoods are 70 percent more likely to be retweeted than truth and reach their first 1,500 recipients six times faster” (see Figure 4).

Why does false information spread so rapidly? Perhaps it’s that humans tend to be attracted to what’s novel and emotionally charged, making us vulnerable to inflammatory and polarizing media.

So, what’s a democracy to do when lies fly while truth crawls?

We can start by acknowledging that our Constitution’s First Amendment aimed not simply to protect the individual’s right to speak. It was also fashioned to serve a vital public function: “to assure unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about of political and social changes desired by the people,” as clarified in a 1957 Supreme Court ruling.

We fail, however, in this core public purpose if “freedom of speech” gets reduced to the right to say whatever we please within a “marketplace of ideas”—a metaphor introduced more than a century ago by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

At great peril we become blind to the fact that all markets have rules, explicit or not. Thus, in parallel fashion, why wouldn’t citizens also see that democracy itself—our most cherished national value—requires protective rules against dangerous lies?

In the past, we have stepped up to the task, even if imperfectly.

A Basic Standard of Fairness

In 1949, a national commission promulgated a report, In the Matter of Editorializing by Broadcast Licensees. It interpreted the public-interest provisions of the newly passed Radio Act and the Communications Act as a mandate to promote “a basic standard of fairness” in broadcasting. Licensees were required to devote airtime to fair and balanced coverage of controversial issues that were of interest to their home communities.

“In 1949, the Federal Communications Commission introduced the fairness doctrine requiring radio and TV broadcasters to present issues of public importance from a range of viewpoints.”
That year, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) introduced the fairness doctrine, requiring radio and TV broadcasters to present issues of public importance from a range of viewpoints. In 1959, a portion of the fairness doctrine became law when Congress amended the Communications Act to mandate equal airtime for office seekers.

“The revised law recognized some exceptions to the equal airtime mandate but held that such exceptions did not annul licensees’ obligation to provide equal airtime and balanced coverage of ‘conflicting views on issues of public importance,’” reports Encyclopedia Britannica. Presumably, the FCC believed that ensuring listeners’ exposure to differing views encouraged more nuanced thinking and makes it more likely that listeners can detect lies.

A decade later, in 1969, the Supreme Court defended the law in a unanimous decision.

Then, the Tide Turned

In 1987, however, President Ronald Reagan stopped enforcing the fairness doctrine, leaving intact only the “editorial and personal-attack provisions,” which remained in place until 2000. The doctrine’s official end came in 2011 when—in response to Republican pressure—the Obama administration “killed it” along with more than 80 specific rules governing electronic media that had been deemed “obsolete.”

Instead of ushering in a wider range of speech and interchange, the opposite happened: One-sided, fact-free, emotionally charged—and highly profitable—talk radio exploded. Spewing blame, hate, and racism, Rush Limbaugh’s shock radio quickly made him a multimillionaire; and his host—Sinclair Broadcasting Group—soared to reach about 40 percent of America’s households. Since 2009, its profits have leapt nearly ten-fold. In 2021, after Limbaugh’s death, one of the two men Sinclair chose to replace him had worked for Fox News Radio.

Cable news also took off during the 1980s, offering people more broadcasts with a wider range of perspectives. In theory, access to more diverse internet content should foster exposure to a wider variety of media, helping to widen our perspectives.

But, in the decades following the end of the fairness doctrine, audiences tended to sort themselves—consuming media offering a narrower range of opinion. By 2020, among those leaning Republican, 98 percent cited Fox News as their political news source, while among those leaning Democratic, 87 to 95 percent cited NPR, The New York Times, and MSNBC.

The method of news delivery also changed. By 2021, 86 percent of Americans reported getting their news from digital devices. Social media has become the main source for almost a quarter of us, and half reported its use “at least sometimes.” Not surprisingly, Americans
typically choose social media sources aligned with their political orientation. So, the rapid shift to digital content also created virtual “echo chambers,” allowing misinformation and disinformation to spread quickly with little pushback from users.

“By 2020, among those leaning Red, 93 percent cited Fox news as their political news source, and among those leaning Blue, 87 to 95 percent cited NPR, New York Times, and MSNBC.”

Thus, the Court’s premise of an “unfettered interchange of ideas” no longer holds, as most of us do not regularly hear opposing views from which truth can “ultimately prevail.”

Despite these alarming developments driving us apart, we often have more in common than we think. Although Democrats and Republicans disagree on how government should regulate online platforms, some in both parties agree that power to control these crucial forums cannot be left to private business interests alone.

Recently, Republican leadership in Texas passed legislation that would allow citizens to sue online platforms that remove posts “because they express a certain viewpoint,” sparked by concerns that conservative speech has been censored online.

On the Democratic side, in the spring of 2022, former President Barack Obama called on tech companies to provide greater transparency about how they promote content, and for tighter regulation to combat the “disinformation problem.” He urged all of us to combat the profit-driven motives of companies and to “break through our information bubbles.”

Some studying our media landscape identify perhaps the even deeper challenge: Harvard Professor Lawrence Lessig notes that, until recently, the “free speech we liberals romanticize has always had humans standing behind it.” But in today’s narrowly profit-driven media, “free speech is driven...by machines that craft speech based upon the behavior that is desired. Most commonly, that behavior is simply commercial—clicking an ad.”

The profit motive reigns.

To this point, a 2019 sample of over 20,000 websites posing disinformation risks collectively brought in annual profits of $235 million, reports the Global Disinformation Index, a social-benefit organization providing transparent data to “combat disinformation and its creators.”

“So, how do we ensure freedom of expression while at the same time staying true to a foundational purpose of our nation laid out in our Constitution’s preamble: to “promote the
general Welfare”?

For one, we can heed warnings from nations succumbing to disinformation. For another, we can seek lessons from countries creatively confronting the crisis—especially those ranking higher than the U.S. in political and civil liberties. And, sadly for us, many nations qualify.

“Freedom House warns that only one fifth of the world’s population now live in countries it deems ‘free.’”

As noted, Freedom House places us 62nd in its Global Freedom Index, between Samoa and Panama. The Sweden-based Varieties of Democracy organization ranks the U.S. 29th and includes us among 33 countries that have “undergone substantial autocratization.” As we stated in the opening of this report, Freedom House warns that only one-fifth of the world’s population now live in countries it deems “free.” For a comprehensive list of Freedom House country rankings, see Appendix C-1.

May this alarming news, along with inspiration from creative responses we share in this report, ignite action to protect robust, truthful communication and combat our crisis of trust.

Truth be told, our democracy itself is at stake.

Defining Misinformation, Disinformation, and Manipulation

First, let’s get clear on key terms. “Misinformation” and “disinformation” have come into wide use in recent years, as both left-leaning and right-leaning political figures accused the other of spreading fabrications and lies. While often used interchangeably, these terms carry significantly different meanings. Merriam-Webster defines misinformation as “incorrect or misleading information,” while disinformation is “false information deliberately and often covertly spread (as by planting rumors) to influence public opinion or obscure the truth.”

A particularly consequential example of disinformation is Russia’s interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Russia’s campaign micro-targeted deceptive messages to Americans via Facebook ads tailored to appeal to specific demographics and locations with the goal of undermining Hillary Clinton and boosting Donald Trump’s campaign. The ads included fabricated articles and other lies.

While disinformation is always spread with the intent to deceive, misinformation can be created accidentally and spread without knowledge that it is false. However, it can quickly morph into disinformation if intentionally spread and weaponized to mislead and deceive.

Examples of efforts to find solutions to misinformation and disinformation explored below often do not distinguish between the two. One reason is simply that the intent of a publisher or individual spreader is often
difficult to discern. Yet for democracy, both can be equally damaging.

More difficult to define and confront is what we are calling “manipulation”: the intentional effort to influence by, for example, telling only one side of a story and carefully tailoring messages based on the target’s vulnerabilities. By manipulation we also mean using language and imagery to trigger strong emotions, often to intentionally divide listeners by race, class, or culture. In addition, we include references to hate speech—that which is discriminatory and intended to humiliate. An example of hate speech action is New Zealand’s commitment to removing speech degrading its indigenous people, the Māori.

**Today’s Technology and Its Novel Challenges**

While misinformation, disinformation, and manipulation are hardly new, their prevalence has grown as technology has advanced. This is largely due to the increasing ability to manipulate information along with the speed of information flow and accessibility. Video, audio, and photo editing, for example, can now all be used to twist a person’s story.

Adding to the danger is the increasing concentration of media ownership, as we’ve stressed. The tighter the control, the tougher it is to hold owners accountable, as a small number of powerful players have more resources to lobby for less oversight in the public interest. While, as noted, digitization has triggered a proliferation of news sources that potentially allow us to access a wider range of views, a very human trait can block that path: Subconsciously, we tend to trust those whose beliefs and values mirror our own—a psychological pattern called “confirmation bias.” Fortunately, though, it does not completely disable our capacity to distinguish fact from fabrication.

“A particularly consequential example of disinformation is Russia’s interference in the 2016 U.S. election.”

Another danger of new technologies is that some make it easier to micro-target information, true or untrue, to specific people. So, below we offer guidance from experts on how to become savvy media users.

One infamous perpetrator is the now-defunct consulting firm Cambridge Analytica, which was a deceptive force influencing the 2016 U.S. presidential election. To target messaging, it collected millions of data points on Facebook users to create psychological profiles. The Trump and other Republican campaigns subsequently used its data to target messages to voters likely to be swayed.

The consulting firm’s work was also implicated in the U.K.’s 2016 pro-Brexit vote. Its messages included only positive aspects of leaving the E.U. and made strong emotional appeals. Its ubiquitous slogan “take back control” was likely chosen to appeal to citizens’ honor, while hiding Brexit’s potential economic and political downsides.
available for both inadvertent misuse and intentional use by nefarious actors, it’s of paramount importance that citizens evaluate information and seek out a wide range of sources.

One helpful strategy we each can use comes from Michael Caulfield, a digital literacy expert at Washington State University. He calls it SIFT: Stop, Investigate the source, Find better coverage, and Trace claims, quotes, and media back to their original context.¹⁰³

Personal defensive actions can, however, take us only so far.

So, in this report, we focus on public tools to identify and limit dissemination of lies and harmful manipulation. Democracy will always require a continuous and delicate balancing of two values: our individual liberties and a key purpose of our nation—to “promote the general Welfare”—as stated in our Constitution’s preamble, noted earlier.

Of course, when we do it right, these goals are complementary, as the late Senator Paul Wellstone reminded us: “We all do better when we all do better.”¹⁰⁴

For more insight into the role of Cambridge Analytica and its hidden influence in the U.K in 2016, watch “The Great Hack.”¹⁰⁰ See also, Cyberwar: How Russian Hackers and Trolls Helped Elect a President by University of Pennsylvania professor Kathleen Hall Jamieson.¹⁰¹

Earlier, in 2014, the Super PAC created by John Bolton, former U.S. National Security Advisor to President Trump, used Cambridge Analytica’s data to target voters in numerous races with personalized ads based on their psychological profiles.¹⁰²

Of course, even companies legally collecting our data, including Facebook and Google, acquire ever-more information about what triggers a response from us. Thus, with our data

A Helpful Strategy: SIFT

Stop
Investigate the source
Find better coverage, and
Trace claims, quotes, and media back to their original context
Yes, the task is daunting. But once we embrace democracy as essential to solving any of the staggering challenges now facing humanity, we have no choice. We must step up for democracy and do so boldly.

To motivate careful action, our report focuses on countries offering positive lessons. We begin, however, with warnings embodied in the flawed strategies of two countries: Brazil and Singapore.
Warnings from Anti-Democratic Responses to Disinformation

Brazil’s Controversial “Fake News” Law – A Cautionary Tale

In mid-2020, Brazil’s Upper House approved the Internet Freedom, Responsibility, and Transparency Bill—commonly known as the “fake news” law—to combat the spread of disinformation on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, and Telegram. The law would make telecom providers such as Twitter responsible for stopping disinformation and increasing transparency of sponsored content. It would also sanction companies for noncompliance.105

Later that year, Freedom House released a statement opposing the bill, supported by 52 civil-society organizations worldwide, including Amnesty International Brazil and Human Rights Watch Global. Opponents view the law as “a fast-tracked draft bill [that] brings concerns about undermining online speech and privacy.”106 Their primary concerns center around user-communication, data retention, and a provision that “forces internet applicants to unequivocally individualize the user of an IP address.”107

The Freedom House statement further argues that the definition of disinformation laid out in the bill is vague, which could allow legitimate information to be dismissed as false or offensive simply because it does not align with the views of those in power.108

“Our opponents of Brazil’s law ostensibly designed to fight disinformation worry that it could end up increasing the risk of data breaches, identity theft, and fraud.”

The law would also prohibit "inauthentic and automated accounts," such as those run by bots.109 A plausible concern here is that both private citizens and political actors could take advantage of this rule to report and shut down semi-automated social media accounts that promote ideas of activists, social movements, and other groups they oppose.

Critics worry the law would also compel social networks and private messaging apps to require users to share identification-and-location information that could be accessed by, for example, the Chief of the Civil Police. Prosecutors could then—without a warrant—access users’ subscriber data, including names and addresses.110

“Freedom House ranks Brazil between Guyana and Botswana, just barely inside its ‘free’ country category.”

Such provisions, they fear, could make us all easy targets.
In 2020, attacks on journalists and the media in Brazil significantly increased. The National Federation of Journalists recorded 428 cases of violence against journalists, which included 2 murders, that year. Bolsonaro’s administration was responsible for at least 580 of these attacks. Furthermore, the measure could increase the risk of data breaches, identity theft, and fraud. As valuable personal data are being collected and stored, criminals and hackers have financial incentives to access that information for nefarious purposes.

The bill’s penalties for noncompliance include the “temporary suspension of the [social media apps’] activities.” This feature of the bill could block millions of communications on platforms upon which Brazilians rely. Some worry that social media companies—fearing suspension of their apps—would restrict accounts “where there is even an iota of doubt.”

Just a month after its introduction in June of 2020, Brazil’s Internet Freedom, Responsibility, and Transparency bill was modified. Some changes limited the collection of personal data from individuals and removed criminal penalties for sharing fake news. However, the bill still grants platforms powers typically reserved for law enforcement such as “the power to solicit government identification from users.”

As of fall, 2022, the bill is still pending.

Brazil’s standing on digital rights has been undermined by President Jair Bolsonaro—a former military officer elected in 2018. He has launched criminal investigations of his online critics and passed laws limiting freedom of expression and making it harder to remove disinformation content. He has also been criticized for monitoring social media voices he might want to silence—activists, journalists, and political opponents.

Brazil’s online integrity has been further harmed by Bolsonaro’s and allies’ disinformation campaigns.

Violence against the press is also limiting free expression. In 2020, attacks on journalists and the media in Brazil significantly increased. That year, the National Federation of Journalists recorded 428 cases of violence against journalists, including two murders. Bolsonaro’s administration was responsible for at least 580 online and verbal attacks against the media, according to Reporters Without Borders (see Figure 5).

Despite Bolsonaro’s intimidation tactics, awareness of the problem and resistance to his
administration’s approach to disinformation is growing. For example, many raised concerns in September 2021 when the Brazilian government blocked social media companies from removing certain content, including disinformation, without a court order. Some see this action as “the first time a national government has stopped internet companies from taking down content that violates their rules,” observed Jack Nicas in The New York Times.120

“In Brazil in 2020, the National Federation of Journalists recorded 428 cases of violence against journalists, including two murders.”

Under this policy, social media platforms can remove posts only if they involve specific topics such as “nudity, drugs, and violence, or if they encourage crime or violate copyrights.” A court order is required to take down posts that fall outside these categories.121

However, the policy on removing content was short-lived: Less than a month after it was introduced, Bolsonaro’s ban on removing social media posts was struck down by Brazil’s Senate and top court. The Supreme Court explained that the specific limits on what could be taken down could allow an even more dangerous and toxic online environment.122

Mauricio Santoro, a professor of International Relations at the State University of Rio de Janeiro, says “It’s a very positive sign that the Brazilian political class reacted... Brazilian leadership is finally understanding how important the internet is to political life in Brazil.”123

President Bolsonaro has pledged to fight tech companies’ censorship of the people. However, his attempts to prevent the regulation of his own posts on social media suggests that his main concern may be ensuring that his narrative of Brazil’s politics will not be challenged.

In June 2022, with various polls showing former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva leading Bolsonaro ahead of the October 2022 election, Bolsonaro continued to use disinformation as a political weapon. Most recently, he has used social media to attack Brazil’s electronic voting system and spew baseless claims of election fraud, likely causing some citizens to doubt the election results.124

No doubt these unpopular steps under his presidency are among the reasons he narrowly lost to President-elect Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva in Brazil’s run-off election.125

Freedom House recently lowered Brazil’s Global Freedom Score from 78 down to 73, placing it between Guyana and Botswana (see Figure 7). It is still inside—but barely— the “free” category.126 And, as we consider Brazil’s struggles, note the sobering truth that Freedom House ranks the U.S. only 10 points higher than Brazil.127

Brazilians Reflect on the “Fake News” Law

We decided to ask Brazilian friends for their thoughts on the “fake news law,” their awareness of fake news, and how it has impacted their lives. Per their requests, they shall remain anonymous. Here are some of the responses:
Question: How much do you know about the Internet Freedom, Responsibility, and Transparency Bill, otherwise known as the “fake news law”? How has fake news affected the people around you?

Response: I think [false information] is one of the most important subjects we must address, after what we saw happened with the previous U.S. elections. In Brazil, the Facebook and WhatsApp platforms were decisive in influencing the nation using fake news and bots. I personally had many arguments with my family. Now, regarding the Fake News Law, I think it is a must in all democratic nations. Unfortunately, citizens are easily manipulated by social media information and do not have the critical view (because of capacity, education, or habit) to doubt before assimilating it as true.

Once I spent more than four hours researching all the information they allegedly said was true. Even after refuting all their “pieces of evidence,” my family members still did not believe in me, nor the mainstream media.

Question: Service providers under Brazilian law are required to save a year’s worth of communications (texts, emails, etc.). Anyone with a warrant (even in a civil suit) can access these communications. This raises concerns about violations of privacy on behalf of citizens, journalists, and activists. Are you confident in the courts’ ability to issue warrants only when needed? Do you think that these warrants may be abused and used for political purposes?

Response: I was not aware that anyone with a warrant could access private communications. And I believe that such information should only be accessed by authorized personnel, independent of political influence...because some courts can suffer from the influence of powerful individuals and private interests.

Question: The law also compels social networks and private messaging apps to require users to share their identification information and location. This information could be accessed by the Chief of the Civil Police and allow prosecutors to access users’ subscriber data, including their names and addresses, without a warrant. The bill was modified in June 2020 to limit the collection of some personal data, but it still requires media companies to collect the identities of users. Do you worry that this law may be causing the government to collect too much information on people? Do you think the government generally uses this information responsibly?

Response: We have to be concerned about the use of data and disinformation from both [the government and private companies]. Yes, governments can use this information irresponsibly and therefore must be surveilled. But without accountability and anonymity, much misinformation and even incitement to extremism (as we saw in the Capitol Riot here in the U.S.) can be spread without consequences.

Question: In general, do you trust the Brazilian government? Do you think it is using this law for political means or are they honestly trying to slow the spread of fake news?

Response: Governments are made of people, and the moral values of these individuals reflect and represent, collectively, a trustful or untrustful government. As most voters do not spend much time investigating the life and moral curriculum of their candidates, it is hard for voters to evaluate honesty and ethics. Brazilian politicians have a notorious history of corruption, so that trust seems unrealistic.

So, some politicians are probably using this law for political means. Nevertheless, some are also probably honestly trying to tackle the spread of fake news, which, I reiterate, technically is a must, because fake news can jeopardize the entire democratic state.

Figure 6. Conversation with Brazilian friends regarding Brazil’s new “Fake News” law.
We thank our Brazilian friends for sharing their insights about this critical issue.

Brazil’s rocky political history has both worsened the problem and narrowed its path toward solutions. Persistent corruption over the years has led citizens to lose trust in the media and the government, pushing them to alternative news sources and making them skeptical of any government solutions to address the disinformation problem.

In sum, concerns over Brazil’s “fake news law” include its lack of transparency, public participation, and privacy, as well as its potential use for nefarious political purposes. The bill is a stark reminder that, as we strive to eliminate misinformation and disinformation, we must fully protect individual liberties, privacy, and safety. Let it serve as a warning to us all that authoritarian governments’ misguided attempts to stop the flow of misinformation and disinformation can lead to a violation of rights and the steep decline in public trust.

Singapore: A “Partly Free” Democracy Grapples with Disinformation

Singapore—deemed “partly free” by Freedom House—recently passed a law that has been criticized for limiting free speech and political dissent. In 2019, Parliament passed the Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act (POFMA) designed to protect citizens from false information, especially leading up to Singapore’s general election in 2020.

The Act empowers government agencies to assess whether internet posts are false and damaging to Singapore’s security, domestic and international interests, confidence in government, elections, or its citizens.

Punishment for violations varies according to whether misinformation or disinformation is being spread. For misinformation, the law empowers ministers to order persons spreading the false information to post corrections and then to prevent them from posting similar statements. Punishment for disinformation is more severe. Citizens who knowingly spread false information deemed damaging to any of the state’s broad interests listed above can be liable for a fine of up to $50,000 Singaporean
dollars (approximately $36,000 USD) and imprisonment for up to five years.\textsuperscript{132}

During the appeals process, courts are the final arbiter of truth. Once a government minister identifies a post as false, the order—typically a correction—must be followed unless the judgment is reversed by the court.\textsuperscript{133}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Rank} & \textbf{Score} \\
\hline
#3 & 100 \\
Sweden & \\
#4 & 99 \\
New Zealand & \\
#14 & 95 \\
Australia & \\
#21 & 94 \\
Germany & \\
#45 & 89 \\
France & \\
#62 & 83 \\
United States & \\
#80 & 73 \\
Brazil & \\
#127 & 47 \\
Singapore & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Freedom House ranks Singapore 127\textsuperscript{th} with a score of 47, placing it below all countries examined in this report.\textsuperscript{138}}
\end{table}

This law has drawn ire from critics who argue that it is used to quash political debate and any criticism of the government.\textsuperscript{134} Common targets of such criticism are the government’s handling of corruption, discrimination, the pandemic, and its management of public funds.\textsuperscript{135}

Confirming the validity of such fears, the law has been applied primarily to opposition party members, especially in the run-up to the 2020 general elections. Four days after the election, Reuters reported that opposition party members had been served numerous correction orders, while the party in power (the People’s Action Party) had been served no such orders.\textsuperscript{136}

The law’s effect on political speech caused the World Press Freedom Index to lower its ranking of Singapore in 2021, placing it well below Russia and Myanmar, both authoritarian regimes (see Appendix C-2).\textsuperscript{137} And Freedom House gives it a low score of 47 in political rights and civil liberties (see Figure 8).\textsuperscript{138}

Pushback from Singapore’s citizens seemed to lead the government to propose changes: As we were completing this report, a government-set, public-comment period on improving the law was coming to a close.\textsuperscript{139}

The anti-democratic steps taken in Brazil and Singapore underscore the hard reality that democracy is in decline worldwide.

There are, fortunately, exceptions.
Chile and Colombia, for example, just elected progressive presidents in “historic shifts” in leadership, signifying a democratic wave in both nations. Priorities of the new leaders include greater economic equity, environmental protection, and improved government-citizen relations.

Chile’s Freedom Score is 94, a status enjoyed by only a few dozen countries and well ahead of the U.S. Chileans rejected President Gabriel Boric’s sweeping constitutional rewrite, but at age 36 he is not giving up, only pledging to move more gradually.

In Colombia, new priorities include peace talks with insurgents, expanding citizen participation, and agrarian reform. Its Freedom Score is only 64, but these changes could bring significant improvement.

In fact, amid today’s discouraging realities, there are many advances from which we can take positive lessons. Note that in Germany it was in part the failure of the U.S. to prevent damage from harmful lies in our recent elections that triggered their new, protective steps.

So, let us now turn to such encouraging developments—truly what motivated this report: national innovations in New Zealand, Australia, Germany, France, and Sweden, as well as steps taken by the E.U. to contain disinformation and misinformation while also protecting freedom of speech.
Media and Democracy: Helpful Lessons From a Range of Nations

New Zealand: A Standout in Upholding Public Standards, Transparency, and Citizen Participation in Solutions

On March 15th, 2019, in Christchurch, New Zealand, a young Australian, active on extreme-right internet forums, entered two mosques and murdered 51 people—the single largest loss of life to terrorism in the country’s history. He livestreamed the rampage on Facebook. It took the platform 90 minutes to take down the original livestream and 24 hours to remove 1.5 million reshares from those first 90 minutes. As of mid-2022, many clips from the initial video remain across various internet platforms, having amassed thousands of views.

Three years later, at a grocery store in Buffalo, New York, an 18-year-old murdered ten African Americans in an explicit hate crime. The New York Times reported that the accused said, “he drew inspiration from a livestreamed attack from the Christchurch shooting.”

The Christchurch tragedy spawned a range of strategies to combat misinformation and disinformation in New Zealand, ultimately making the country a world leader in meeting this challenge. It uses in-depth research, online-safety campaigns, and a publicly sponsored online, transparent system for reporting and correcting disinformation.

As you read about New Zealand’s leadership in confronting disinformation, keep in mind that Freedom House gives the country a score of 99, placing it fourth worldwide in “global freedom,” a measure of political rights and civil liberties (see Figure 9). We hope this confluence of strengths assuages doubts about humanity’s capacity to simultaneously protect against harm and ensure freedom of expression.

**Five Key Tools**

Here is an overview of New Zealand’s tools to protect honest exchange:

First, **Broadcast Standards Authority (BSA)**, a public entity within the Ministry of Culture,
offers a unique approach to ensuring the integrity of television and radio programming. Established in 1989, the BSA manages an online, independent, transparent complaint system responsible for upholding broadcasting standards.\(^{151}\)

Its stated goals?

Most broadly: “To create a confident and connected culture.”\(^{152}\) And more specifically, it seeks “to prevent harm to New Zealanders, while fairly balancing the broadcasters’ right to freedom of expression and reflecting the values of New Zealand’s liberal democratic society.”\(^{153}\)

The Broadcasting Act of 1989 requires all television broadcasts to inform New Zealanders how to register a complaint about content that is false, harmful, or both.\(^{154}\) The law spells out that the frequency of broadcasters’ notices informing viewers how to submit a complaint. They must be equivalent each year to one notice per day of broadcasting and at varied times, including prime time and during children’s programming.

The BSA can only act to challenge a broadcaster in response to such a complaint.\(^{155}\)

The BSA offers guidance for parents as well. Here is an example of one televised announcement from the BSA:

“It can be tough to keep up with what our tamariki (Māori for ‘children’) are watching. Luckily, the Broadcasting Standards Authority has made some smart changes to help you avoid any unwanted moments. Find out more at safeviewing.co.nz.”

The BSA website offers full transparency, so any visitor can see all complaints and learn whether they were upheld. As transparency instills trust, and trust is a bedrock of democracy, BSA’s commitment to giving citizens easy access to its decisions fortifies democracy itself. The BSA’s broadcasting standards cover 11 themes laid out in the Broadcasting Act: good taste and decency, program information, children’s interests, violence, law and order, discrimination and denigration, alcohol, balance, accuracy, privacy, and fairness.\(^{156}\)

Note the Authority’s standards covering balance and accuracy: Balance requires presentation of “competing viewpoints” and applies to news, current affairs, and informational programs on controversial issues of public importance. Its protection against misinformation involves avoiding both incorrect statements and “a wrong idea or impression of the facts.”\(^{157}\)

“The Broadcast Standards Authority website offers full transparency, as any visitor can see all complaints and learn whether they were upheld ...[and] transparency instills trust...a bedrock of democracy.”

However, comments, analysis, and opinion are exempt from the accuracy requirement. Also note that if a broadcaster has made “reasonable efforts” to ensure a program is accurate, but untrue content is accidentally released, the broadcaster is not held accountable.\(^{158}\)

When assessing complaints, the BSA seeks to uphold what it calls a “balancing process” or
“proportionality.” It tries to determine whether “the social benefit of the decision to uphold a complaint exceeds the social loss caused by the encroachment on the right to freedom of expression.”

“The BSA’s priority is broadcasters’ freedom of expression.”

In this process, BSA’s priority is broadcasters’ freedom of expression. Only with the strongest justification can it restrict such freedom for programs that are of “legitimate public interest”—referring to those covering political issues and providing a forum for debate.

However, it will penalize broadcasters if they do one or more of the following:

- Misinform the public about important matters.
- Unfairly harm the dignity or reputation of the people they feature.
- Leave out significant viewpoints on issues of public concern.

Penalties can include fines of up to $5,000, reimbursement of legal fees to the complainant, or broadcasting restriction up to 24 hours.

The BSA, for example, penalized Mainland Television Limited—a regional broadcast on an American faith-based network—for violating its standard for accuracy. The offending show, Marcus and Joni, was found to be spreading misinformation about vaccines and promoting the false narrative that vitamins and other “natural remedies” can effectively prevent or treat COVID-19.

In response, the BSA ordered both Mainland Television Limited and Daystar Television to pay the government $500 within a month. Additionally, it required Daystar Television to broadcast a statement summarizing key aspects of the Authority’s decision with accurate information. Moreover, the statement had to appear during a program similar to Marcus and Joni and airing on the same day of the week.

Another illustrative example?

On the Magic Mornings talk show, the host’s discussion with callers included characterizations of Māori culture as “Stone Age” and violent. The BSA deemed it to be a denigration of the native Māori under its standard covering Discrimination and Denigration.

Citizen complaints that are upheld lead to removal. In the year 2020-2021, the share of citizen complaints that BSA upheld was just over 7 percent, an outcome suggesting a cautious approach by the Authority. It seems likely that BSA’s reporting system itself reduces the occurrence of disinformation—perhaps reflecting the all-too-human tendency to behave better when we know someone is watching.

Second, the Classification Office is a public agency helping to build trust and fight disinformation, which appoints an independent official called the Chief Censor to oversee content regulation.

You may gasp, “Censor! What? How could this job not undermine free expression?”

But that’s not how the New Zealanders with whom we spoke think about it. The “censor” is an independent, government-appointed official.
whose role is that of a content regulator—responsible for classifying, restricting, or banning harmful material. Categories include “everything from Hollywood blockbusters to terrorist videos, child pornography to t-shirts and pamphlets,” reported The Guardian in 2020. [169]

“Citizen complaints that are upheld lead to removal. In the year 2020-2021, the share of citizen complaints that the BSA upheld was just over 7 percent, an outcome suggesting a cautious approach.”

David Shanks, whose five-year term as Chief Censor ended in mid-2022, takes seriously what he calls the “science of harm—something measurable, quantifiable—as a justification for the work of his office.” [170]

His purpose? To limit that harm, he argues. An example of media his office had removed was a publication deemed to provide “exhortations to followers to kill, the rationale for killing unnamed people, [and] for killing women and children,” Shanks told us. “If you give a terrorist freedom of speech, they just use it as a weapon, and once people let that gain the upper hand, your freedoms, your rights, they will be the first things that they will crush.”

Some see a Chief Censor’s job, by definition, as stifling speech. But Shanks notes that limits already exist. Private social media companies often choose to censor or de-platform people.

It is better, he believes, to have a transparent agent looking out for the public interest. “[I]f you don’t have any [public] authority that makes those calls,” he argues, “you abdicate [the power] to the private sector and also to invisible kinds of bureaucrats and groups—all operating in a disorganized way that nobody can make any sense of.” [171]

Reactions to Shanks’ title seem to amuse him: “I’d introduce myself as, ‘Hi, I’m David, New Zealand’s chief censor’...and basically these people would take an involuntary step backwards.” [172]

Shanks stresses that his strategy encompasses more than just removing content and offers three key suggestions for avoiding the harm from disinformation and hate speech:

- Require social media platforms to be more transparent about their rules governing online behavior and how they enforce those rules.
- Educate people to be savvy social media consumers who are not sucked in by misinformation.
- Foster capacities within civil society and community organizations to expose disinformation and hate speech on the internet. [173]

Talking with us, Shanks acknowledged that his work was difficult and that New Zealanders “still feel real anxiety about public lies.” Indeed, in 2021, his office released a report—The Edge of the Infodemic—confirming that over 80 percent of New Zealanders polled believe that “exposure to misinformation is common, and concern is widespread” and that “something should be done.” [174]

Shanks told us that he is grateful that his country’s related public agencies are working together on this problem.
Although New Zealand’s laws and systems addressing misinformation and disinformation are not a perfect solution—and do not claim to be—they offer three distinct lessons:

First, government that has earned a high degree of trust can address misinformation and disinformation while also providing abundant protection of freedom of speech. Second, New Zealand’s media-oversight system appears to affirm that protecting against disinformation is more possible in a process in which citizens themselves initiate complaints. Third, when decisions are both transparent and demonstrate caution, they are more likely to inspire trust.

A third tool, the **New Zealand Media Council (NZMC)**, is not a public agency like the Broadcast Standards Authority and the Classification Office. It’s an independent body funded by the print-media industry. Since 1972, it has worked to resolve complaints about the content of newspapers, magazines, and periodicals as well as associated websites and online content.¹⁷⁵

Anyone can lodge a complaint with the Council, but to be considered it must first have been taken to “the originator of the material” and “remain unsolved.”¹⁷⁶

This fourteen-member Council includes one independent chair, one executive director, seven members representing the public, two representing the Newspaper Publishers’ Association, one representing magazine publishers, and two journalists appointed by the journalists’ union.¹⁷⁷ Note the diversity of representation.

“Protecting against disinformation seems more possible when citizens themselves initiate complaints and decisions are both transparent and demonstrate caution. Both inspire trust.”

As with the BSA, rulings and rationale are transparent on the Council’s website. Its mission is to promote media freedom while maintaining a press “in accordance with the highest professional standards.”¹⁷⁸

The Media Council has 12 guiding principles. Among them are accuracy, fairness, balance, prevention of conflict of interest, and a responsibility to publish corrections as needed.¹⁷⁹

Fourth comes **NetSafe**, a public, online-safety organization founded in 1998. Netsafe offers tools for evaluating news sources to minimize online safety risks and ensure the responsible use of technology. It is empowered by New Zealand’s 2015 Harmful Digital Communications Act (HDCA), which lays out 10 principles to guide online communication and offers specific, protective guides, such as how to avoid online bullying.¹⁸⁰

As with the BSA, rulings and rationale are transparent on the Council’s website. Its mission is to promote media freedom while maintaining a press “in accordance with the highest professional standards.”¹⁷⁸

The Media Council has 12 guiding principles. Among them are accuracy, fairness, balance, prevention of conflict of interest, and a responsibility to publish corrections as needed.¹⁷⁹

Fourth comes **NetSafe**, a public, online-safety organization founded in 1998. Netsafe offers tools for evaluating news sources to minimize online safety risks and ensure the responsible use of technology. It is empowered by New Zealand’s 2015 Harmful Digital Communications Act (HDCA), which lays out 10 principles to guide online communication and offers specific, protective guides, such as how to avoid online bullying.¹⁸⁰

Formed by the New Zealand Police, the Ministry of Education, and several civic
2021 Netsafe “The State of the Online Nation” Survey

68% believed “the internet is more dangerous than it was five years ago.”

52% expected it to be “more dangerous in 2026.”

In 2021, Netsafe sponsored “The State of the Online Nation” survey that found 68 percent of respondents believed “the internet is more dangerous than it was five years ago.” About half expected it to be “more dangerous in 2026,” (see Figure 10).

Netsafe operates under the nation’s Ombudsman office that handles “complaints about and investigates the administrative conduct of public sector agencies.” In 1809, Sweden, on which we will soon focus, was the first country to establish such a position, and today 94 countries reported on their ombudsman experience in a 2018 global OECD survey.

Fifth is Your News Bulletin, an online tool created by NetSafe and Facebook. The Bulletin also works “to target misinformation and disinformation by educating the public,” with a focus on the election season. Its quizzes and exercises enable users to “test their ability to identify fake news and learn new skills.”

Reflections on New Zealand’s Experience

Interestingly, a study appears to have had real-time impact aimed at minimizing the damage of disinformation in New Zealand:

In the 2020 New Zealand Social Media Study (NZSMS), Dr. Mona Krewel and Professor Jack Vowles, professors at the Victoria University of Wellington, examined thousands of social media posts from each party during the final four weeks of the 2020 election and reported which parties and leaders were most likely to post false information. The study tracked the percentage of Facebook posts that were “fake news” as well as “half-truths” by all parties.
Each week throughout the 2020 election campaign they reported their findings, making them free and available for republication. Most importantly, the findings were widely reported and observed by all political parties.

The impact? Determining cause-and-effect is impossible, of course, but positive change was measurable.

Over the course of the campaign, the percentage of half-truths posted greatly decreased. Professor Vowles noted that it “could be an effect of the parties and their leaders knowing a lot of fact-checkers, including our project, kept a sharp eye on them.”

“Fake news” posts also decreased, possibly because parties became more aware of the potential for public exposure.

NZSMS’s accessible research may have also influenced Facebook’s decision to “deplatform” the page of a short-lived fringe party, Advance New Zealand, after it spread misinformation about COVID-19.

Of course, New Zealanders do not claim to have solved the disinformation problem. “People here still feel a lot of anxiety about the lies,” David Shanks told us in 2022 when he completed his term as head of the country’s Classification Office that had published *Edge of the Infodemic*. He lamented: “Our regulatory framework is outdated. And in practical terms, I think I’d struggle to say it is fit for purpose in the current environment.”

“By and large,” he says, “the line between what’s lawful and what’s not is ‘roughly right.’ Pressure needs to remain on online platforms to better police material that’s not necessarily illegal, but still harmful.”

He notes that, “we have standards of accuracy, fairness, and balance for news media, and a watchdog and regulatory framework that people understand and is sometimes tested.” He believes the public can develop “rules that apply [to online content] in order to keep that space workable.”

In New Zealand, cautious engagement by each of these initiatives and organizations helps to explain why Transparency International ranks the country as least corrupt (tied with Denmark and Finland) worldwide in its *Corruption Perceptions Index*, measuring how “corrupt public sectors are perceived to be.”

In stark contrast, the *Corruption Perceptions Index* places the U.S. behind 26 nations, between Chile and Barbados.
Australia Combines Laws and Voluntary Measures

New Zealand’s experience has made waves in Australia. In 2019, only a few weeks after the livestreaming of two consecutive mass shootings at mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, Australia’s House of Representatives took action. It passed legislation requiring social media platforms to “expeditiously” remove content showing kidnappings, murders, rapes, or terrorist attacks.\(^{196}\)

The legislation states that anyone who “provides a content service [and] fails to cut such content in a timely fashion could face prison time, and companies could be fined up to 10 percent of their annual profit.”\(^{197}\)

This Law Against Violent Media Content puts Australia at the center of the global debate about free speech, censorship, and content moderation. In a 2019 *New York Times* report, then Australia’s attorney general, Christian Porter, defended the new law—underscoring that “these platforms should not be weaponized...Internet platforms must take the spread of abhorrent violent material online seriously.”\(^{198}\)

**Holding Tech Companies to Account**

In addition to targeting violent online content, Australia has also been a leader in the fight against disinformation. In 2019, its government asked digital platforms to collaborate in developing a voluntary code to address misinformation and disinformation.\(^{199}\)

In early 2021, eight digital platforms, including Google, Apple, Facebook, and Twitter, adopted a voluntary, industry-led Australian Code of Practice on Disinformation and Misinformation.\(^{200}\)

“The as of mid-2022, Adobe, Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Redbubble, TikTok, and Twitter have adopted the Australian Code of Practice on Disinformation and Misinformation.”

Becoming a signatory to the Code requires two main steps:

First, committing to the code’s core objective: “to provide safeguards against harms that may be caused by disinformation and misinformation.”\(^{201}\) The code defines misinformation and disinformation as “digital content verifiably false or misleading or deceptive, propagated by users of digital platforms and...reasonably likely to cause harm.”\(^{202}\)

Second, submitting a progress report three months after adoption, followed up annually with a transparency report on efforts under the code. Reports must include a formal analysis of user exposure to disinformation on the platform as well as information on the detection and removal of content violating platform policy. These reports are open to the public and are used to improve the code’s efficacy over time.\(^{203}\) In May 2021, the eight companies that agreed to the code published their first reports.\(^{204}\)
Signatories must also enable users to report behavior or content that violates the rules.

Becoming a signatory to the code is voluntary, and members can withdraw at any point. The code’s opt-in nature raises the question: Can it be truly effective in combatting disinformation in the long run?

We shall see.

Most digital platforms rely on their own policy frameworks to regulate content, and many have internal reporting and complaint systems for responding to disinformation and misinformation. In Australia, these reports note such common actions as removing false and harmful content, applying a label or warning to the content, and suspending or deleting accounts with multiple policy breaches.

“In March of 2022, Australia’s government publicly announced it was taking on Big Tech with its plan for a new law giving the Australian Communication and Media Authority increased power to hold tech companies accountable for harmful online content.”

Support for these steps is likely to be strong. Three-quarters of Australian respondents in a recent poll “thought online platforms should do more to cut the amount of false and misleading content online.” And memories of pandemic misinformation might spur ever-wider support, given that four-fifths of Australian adults adults report that they “experienced misinformation about COVID-19.”

The Australian Parliament also produced a “briefing book” on fake news with a record of action from several nations as well as examples of Australian efforts to combat it. In March of 2022, Australia’s government publicly announced it was taking on Big Tech with its plan for a new law giving the Australian Communication and Media Authority increased power to hold tech companies accountable for harmful online content. The law would put Australia in line with efforts of Europe. As of mid-2022, legislation is expected to be introduced within the year, with approval possible by early next year.

In striking contrast, the U.S. Congress “has not passed a single piece of comprehensive regulation to protect internet consumers,” reports The New York Times. Australia’s efforts have much to teach the rest of us about fighting disinformation while protecting freedom and democracy. Note that Freedom House gives the country a score of 95 in “political rights and civil liberties,” placing it 14th worldwide, just below Switzerland (see Figure 11).
Germany has also taken strong legislative measures to combat disinformation and online hate speech, and we in the U.S. appear to have provided a big nudge.

In part motivated by the destructive tenor and misinformation of the 2016 U.S. elections, in 2017 Germany passed the Network Enforcement Act, otherwise known as the “Facebook Act,” aimed at combatting hate speech and fake news on social networks.\textsuperscript{213} It applies only to social media platforms with at least two million registered users in Germany and excludes platforms posting “original journalistic content” and “email or messaging services.”\textsuperscript{214}

While reports of fake news during U.S. election campaigns fueled fears among Germans about their own electoral process, surveys conducted after the German elections in 2017 revealed that these fears had been unfounded.\textsuperscript{215}

Sadly, however, a majority of the public still believed that fake news had indeed played a major role in their elections.\textsuperscript{216} This finding suggests that once fear of deception takes hold, it can be hard to dislodge.

In 2021, Germany therefore moved to create stronger rules governing social media platforms. The Network Enforcement Act, which already imposed “high fines for noncompliance with existing legal obligations,” was amended to increase “comparability of social media providers’ transparency reports and improve the user-friendliness of the reporting channels for complaints about unlawful content.”\textsuperscript{217}

“Motivated by the destructive tenor and misinformation of the 2016 U.S. elections, in 2017, Germany passed the Network Enforcement Act, otherwise known as the “Facebook Act” aimed at combatting hate speech and fake news on social networks.”

Moreover, the amendment aimed to strengthen Germany’s online safety measures and to increase “information content.”\textsuperscript{218} It also added a procedure for users to appeal decisions taken by social network providers or video-sharing platform services.\textsuperscript{219}

The Act requires the removal of “clearly illegal” content within 24 hours of receiving a user complaint. If the illegality is unclear, the platform has seven days to investigate the content, and, if deemed illegal by the Press Council, delete it.\textsuperscript{220}
The deadline may be extended if, to perform the vetting process, for example, the social network hires an independent agency, otherwise known as a recognized “Agency of Regulated Self-Regulation.” (Hmm, there’s a title to ponder!) Failure to comply can result in a fine of up to 50 million euros (roughly US $59 million).”

From its introduction in 2017, the Network Enforcement Act has met with considerable criticism and has been deemed by some an unconstitutional infringement on free speech. However, a study of the law’s impact after one year found the fear it would lead to “unnecessary takedowns” due to excessive caution was mostly unfounded. According to the study, “of the 992,039 messages on Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter that were notified as possibly unlawful, only 166,072 (amounting to 17 percent) were taken down by the platform,” and only one of more than a thousand lawsuits resulted in a fine to Facebook.

Note that long before the Network Enforcement Act, Germany has had a Press Code (Pressekodex). Since 1956, the code has covered print media—laying out rules “pertaining to editorial data protection [in] gathering, processing, or using information about persons for journalistic-editorial purposes.”

The Code is enforced by the German Press Council, representing both publishers’ and journalists’ associations. Describing itself as voluntary and self-regulatory, the Council is

“The Act requires the removal of ‘clearly illegal’ content within 24 hours of receiving a user complaint. If the illegality is unclear, the platform has seven days to investigate the content, and, if deemed illegal by the Press Council, delete it.”

The Act defines illegal content based on Germany’s Criminal Code in categories that include defamation, dissemination of propaganda, symbols of unconstitutional organizations, and “encouragement of serious violent offenses that would endanger the state.”

Under this law, social media platforms must also offer users an “easy and transparent complaint mechanism that is constantly available.” Networks receiving more than 100 complaints about illegal content in any one year are required to publish biannual reports on how they are addressing these complaints. Each network’s compliance report must be published in the government journal Federal Gazette and be easily accessible on the network’s homepage.

“One year after passing Network Enforcement Act, a study found the fear it would lead to ‘unnecessary takedowns’ due to excessive caution was mostly unfounded.”
composed of two publishing and two journalists’ organizations. Inspired by the 1953 British Press Council, it addresses readers’ complaints and monitors journalists’ compliance with “ethical rules” of their profession spelled out in the German Press Code, says the Council’s website.\textsuperscript{230}

Note that German constitutional law requires electronic information and communication services providing journalistic content to meet recognized journalistic standards. But the law does not establish any legal consequences for violating these standards, such as when graphics are “distorted or falsified” by photo editing or misleading captions.\textsuperscript{231}

Public reprimands are the only sanctions available to the German Press Council.\textsuperscript{232}

\textbf{Punishing Defamation}

Already prohibited in Germany is the assertion or dissemination of personal information that is false or cannot be proven as true.\textsuperscript{233} To be considered defamation, the false information must be capable of negatively affecting public opinion of a person.

Germany punishes defamation with imprisonment of up to five years or a fine.\textsuperscript{234} If the defamation is directed toward politicians and makes their public activities substantially more difficult, punishment is imprisonment ranging from three months to five years.\textsuperscript{235} Because social networks are generally considered public places—except where information is posted in closed groups—defamation of a politician on social media in Germany could also become punishable.\textsuperscript{236}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Freedom House ranks Germany 21st with a score of 94, placing it in the middle relative to other countries examined in this report.\textsuperscript{240}}
\end{figure}

Note that both intentional and unintentional defamation are prosecuted only upon the victim’s request. The Public Prosecutor is “responsible for serious cases relating to crimes against international law and crimes concerning state security.”\textsuperscript{237} In addition, “anyone seeking criminal prosecution for defamation may also sue for libel in civil court and request a preliminary injunction.”\textsuperscript{238}

Note that these rules do not prevent Germany from a high ranking of 16th worldwide in “press freedom.” By contrast, the U.S. is way down at 42nd.\textsuperscript{239} These strong German protections are likely one reason Freedom House gives Germany a score of 94 in political rights and civil liberties—ranking it 21st in “global freedom” (see Figure 12).\textsuperscript{240}
The U.S., by contrast, has no federal law protecting against defamation. However, 23 states and two territories do have criminal defamation, libel, and/or slander laws. Because of First Amendment protections and the fact that the definition of defamation varies by state, it is much more difficult to sue for defamation in the U.S. than it is in Germany.

Furthermore, it is harder to hold online platforms accountable in the U.S. because provision 230 of our 1996 Communications Decency Act states that, “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”

Essentially, this distinction protects internet providers and social media platforms that repost dangerous content because they are not considered to be publishers of others’ information.

Now to France, where legislative action also seeks to protect trustworthy communication.

**France Fights Information Manipulation on Several Fronts**

In 2017, France experienced a loud wake-up call. Russian military intelligence officers hacked emails and documents of French President Emanuel Macron’s campaign team. The so-called leaks—including both genuine and fabricated campaign material—began with WikiLeaks and were spread via social media, then amplified by the U.S. far right.

Subsequently, President Macron, and the French government more broadly, have taken steps to combat misinformation and disinformation, especially around elections. In January 2018, Macron announced his plan to introduce a law to fight “information manipulation” on the internet during election campaigns.

That year, parliament passed the Law Against Information Manipulation, allowing candidates to sue for the removal of “contested news reports” during election campaigns and requiring social-media platforms to disclose funding sources for sponsored content. It also requires judicial review of suspected fake news based on criteria in France’s 1881 law on freedom of the press.

This law gives France’s Superior Audiovisual Council the authority to suspend media that “deliberately disseminate false information likely to affect the validity of an election.” It is, as noted by Culture Minister Françoise Nyssen in 2018, a “precious tool for better protecting our democracy.”
Nonetheless, the law stirred heated debate. The French Republican party accused Macron of trying to create “thought police,” and some journalists expressed worries that the law would threaten their work. The Senate rejected it twice. The Senate rejected it twice.251 The Senate rejected it twice.252

“The French Republican party accused Macron of trying to create “thought police,” and some journalists expressed worries that the law would threaten their work. The Senate rejected it twice. The Senate rejected it twice.251 The Senate rejected it twice.252

But Bruno Studer—the bill’s drafter and a politician from Macron’s party—defended the law, stressing that it focuses solely on combatting the “manipulation of information” and taking down disinformation that is “massively” spread online in the three-month period before an election.253

Then came an interesting twist: While Macron’s administration expected to face criticism of the law, they did not expect to become a subject of the law itself. In April of 2019, however, Twitter blocked the government’s own social media campaign.

The campaign was called “#OuiJeVote” (Yes, I Vote), a government effort to encourage voter registration. Twitter explained that it cut all sponsored political ads because it did not know how to comply with the law’s requirement that online platforms provide “fair, clear, and transparent” information about who is paying for political advertisements.254

Sadly, Twitter chose to see participation in democracy as “political” in a partisan sense and government as a “sponsor,” rather than government fulfilling its nonpartisan duty to promote a public good—voting.255

Twitter’s decision frustrated French government officials. Some suggested Twitter was blocking the campaign simply to push the government to renegotiate the law. Christophe Castaner, then France’s Minister of the Interior, argued in a tweet that Twitter’s priority should be combatting content promoting terrorism, not hampering voter registration campaigns.257

Surely, Twitter has ample resources to add a transparency process for users to learn who is paying for political advertisements. Instead, the company chose to take the easiest route and simply ban advertisements related to political engagement altogether, then blame the results on the Information Manipulation Law.

“We hope France will continue to push social media platforms to serve the public good.

“France’s Minister of the Interior argued via a tweet that Twitter’s priority should be combatting content promoting terrorism, not hampering voter registration campaigns.”
France Combats Online Hate Speech

Laetitia Avia, sponsor of France’s Laetitia Avia bill to combat online hate speech, terrorist speech, and child pornography.258

Another bill in France related to fighting disinformation is the highly contested Laetitia Avia bill—named for its sponsor, a legislator whose parents emigrated from Togo and who has faced racist attacks.259

Proposed in July 2019, the bill’s specific aim was to combat online hate speech, terrorist speech, and child pornography. Inspired by Germany’s 2017 Network Enforcement Act, it would have required websites and networks to remove content containing hate speech. An offending website/network would face significant fines if it did not remove illegal content within 24 hours of a user reporting it.260

However, the French court rejected most of the proposed law. It determined that the “very short time frame” with which companies would have to make highly technical decisions on content removal “infringe[d] upon the exercise of freedom of expression.”261 The bill also failed to include “preventative and educational measures” related to hate speech, complained the French National Consultative Commission on Human Rights.262

Nonetheless, after considerable debate, a version of the Avia law did pass in May 2020.263 Though diluted, it reformed how hate speech crimes are handled, and most importantly, created a new office of national prosecutor focused on hate speech, both online and in print.264

Users Fight Disinformation in France

The key to power in French efforts to fight disinformation is user action. In its Laetitia Avia bill, the process of removing content relies on users reporting what they believe to be harmful.265 Therefore, even strict penalties for disseminating false information won’t prevent the spread of disinformation and misinformation unless internet users are educated to recognize signs of suspicious information and sources and feel empowered to act.

While the core provisions of France’s Laetitia Avia bill for reporting and removal were eliminated, some remaining do have teeth.

One requires social media platforms to “simplify their notification process” for users to report harmful content. Another provision calls for “an independent observatory of online hate speech.” Today it exists as the “Pôle National de Lutte Contre la Haine en Ligne,” (National Center for the Fight Against Online Hate Speech). Here, six civil judges pursue justice in the most serious cases of hate speech and online harassment.267
France Opens New Office to Fight Foreign “Fake News”

In addition to the legislative efforts outlined above, France created a new agency focused on combating “foreign fake news.” First proposed in the spring of 2021 as part of the country’s preparation for 2022 presidential election, it is to be run by the Secretariat-General for National Defense and Security (SGNDS). The agency will function as an “ethics committee” rather than an intelligence service, explains the SGNDS chief. Its purpose is not to define the truth, but rather to identify attacks from foreign groups and countries aimed at destabilizing the French state.

Given France’s wide public awareness of the disinformation crisis and varied responses, we were surprised to find that Freedom House ranks it 45th worldwide in its Global Freedom Index (see Figure 1). Note, it still comes in seventeen points higher than the U.S.

Sweden’s “Psychological Defense” Against Disinformation

Now we turn to Sweden, an early leader in civil liberties. In 1777, Sweden became the first country to write freedom of the press into its constitution. Today, Freedom House ranks it—along with Finland and Norway—highest worldwide in political rights and civil liberties (see Figure 13).

At the same time, Sweden imposes strict sanctions on hate speech and other actions that abuse the liberties protected by its constitution. It defines “hate speech” as the expression of “contempt for a national or ethnic group or other such group of persons with allusion to race, skin color, national or ethnic origin, creed or sexual orientation.” The country’s courts also regard signs with xenophobic symbols and racist paraphernalia as forms of hate speech.

Penalties imposed on individuals using hateful speech in media are tough: Fines and prison terms up to a maximum of four years. Laws criminalizing hate speech in Sweden also apply to print and broadcast media and online newspapers and journals.

Like New Zealand, Sweden’s Media Council monitors speech liberties. It also emphasizes its mission to protect children from harmful media and educate them to be responsible media users.

The fact that Freedom House gives Sweden a score of 100 in political rights and civil liberties respectively is worth noting here. It again signals that enforceable standards can contribute to freedom, rather than suppress it.
Sweden: Inventor of the Ombudsman

“Ombudsman” refers to an official with responsibility for receiving and acting on complaints by the public against government or businesses such as banks or insurance companies. The word “ombudsman” originates in Sweden, where it means “representative”—in this case, a representative of the people.

The Swedish office of press ombudsman opened in 1969.277

Today, the Office of Media Ombudsman is an independent “self-disciplinary” body that investigates cases of possible violation of press ethics. It fields complaints regarding the content of newspapers, magazines, broadcast media and their websites, as well as social media.278

Any Swedish citizen, company, government authority, or organization that feels personally offended and/or damaged by published information can submit a complaint to the Media Ombudsman.279

Figure 13. Freedom House ranks Sweden 3rd with a score of 100, making Sweden the highest ranked country out of those examined in this report.270

If the Media Ombudsman finds a publication has likely breached the rules, the case goes to the Media Council for review and decision. If it rules against the publication, the offender must publish a statement about the Council’s decision in the same channels as the original statement.279

Defending Psychological Well-Being

In Sweden’s efforts to fight false information, election misinformation became a key concern leading up to the country’s 2018 general election. Later, in 2022, Prime Minister Stefan Löfven launched an agency to counter disinformation and foreign influence campaigns.280
The new agency was originally proposed by Sweden’s Parliamentary Defense Commission, one of Sweden’s 15 parliamentary committees focused on military and civil defense. Now part of the Ministry of Justice, it has two key departments:

The “Operations” department identifies, analyzes, and counters “malign foreign information” or disinformation spread with malicious intent by foreign actors. And the “Capability Development” department develops and strengthens the psychological defenses of Swedish citizens and society against suspicious and false information.281

Sweden further confirms its commitment to tackling disinformation by educating citizens on how to spot fake news. In 2018, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency updated its public emergency preparedness brochure, *If Crisis or War Comes*, to include an entire section on false information.284

On the website of the new Psychological Defense Agency is a FAQ section where one question jumps out: “Everyone can think and say what they want, right?”282 And the Agency’s response? Well, yes and no...

> “Yes, in Sweden our freedom of speech and opinion is protected by the constitution. Government agencies also have a responsibility to ensure that there is awareness of foreign malign information influence activities and disinformation directed at Sweden. This is to protect vital societal functions, public health, and our fundamental values such as democracy, the rule of law, and fundamental human rights and freedoms.”283

The brochure warns of potential foreign disinformation campaigns and includes tips for fact-checking. You can read more about these safeguards in an English version of the brochure available on the agency’s website.285

While Sweden isn’t the only country to establish an authority specifically aimed at confronting disinformation, it has taken a distinctive approach: Sweden focuses more on promoting factual content and educating users to effectively spot disinformation than on blocking what’s false. The government hopes that its emphasis on preparedness will be more effective and be met with less public resistance than a punishment-centered strategy.286

As we complete this report in the autumn of 2022, conflict over immigration policies in Sweden has arisen.287 It is currently unclear what role disinformation is playing. Hopefully, the steps Sweden has already taken to combat disinformation, outlined above, will help.

We’ve chosen to focus on the national efforts of New Zealand, Australia, France, Germany, and Sweden because these countries have taken leadership in fighting disinformation, each in its unique way. But they are not the only nations taking important action. For a more extensive catalogue of anti-misinformation efforts from over fifty countries, we suggest Poynter Institute’s report: *A Guide to Anti-Misinformation Actions around the World.*288
Other National Responses to Disinformation

National security and election security are the two most common concerns motivating politicians and other leaders to address online misinformation and disinformation. In a global 2018-2019 report, the Poynter Institute found the most common steps for fighting misinformation and disinformation across the world are laws and their enforcement, media literacy campaigns, taskforce actions, factfinding reports, investigations, and court rulings.289

In response to the rise in disinformation over the past decades, 2019 and 2020 saw a global upsurge in protections in online discourse. According to an article by the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, “at least 32 laws have been proposed, amended, or implemented to tackle misinformation....” since 2019 worldwide.290

Here are five examples of laws and other initiatives responding to disinformation, along with their country’s freedom category and score as determined by Freedom House (see Appendix C-1).

- **Canada: Free. Score: 98. A representative democracy with a parliamentary system.** Canada in 2019 established a media literacy campaign and government task force called the Critical Election Incident Public Protocol to monitor and notify other agencies and the public about disinformation attempts.291 Legislation in 2018 also amended the Canada Elections Act to better protect against disinformation during elections.292

- **Belgium: Free. Score: 96. A democracy with a parliamentary system.** Belgium in 2018 established an expert group of journalists and scholars to develop solutions and launch a media literacy campaign, including a website informing citizens about misinformation.

- **Hungary: Partly Free. Score: 69. A democracy with a parliamentary system.** In 2020, Hungary introduced the Law on Protection against the Coronavirus, which punishes anyone publishing false information with five years in prison.293

- **Algeria: Not Free. Score: 32. A constitutional semi-presidential republic.** Algeria in April 2020 amended its penal code to criminalize the spread of fake news that undermines public security and national unity.294

- **Zimbabwe. Not free. Score: 28. A presidential republic.** Zimbabwe in 2020 introduced a new law specifically penalizing publication of false news “about any public officer, official or enforcement officer” involved with the country’s pandemic lockdown.295
During the global COVID-19 pandemic, many countries relied on existing laws to target COVID-19 misinformation. Thirteen countries, however—most of which have authoritarian regimes—introduced laws that have enabled some officials to weaponize pandemic misinformation and disinformation to solidify their power, limit free speech, and suppress opposition.296

In addition to national efforts explored here, the initiatives of major international organizations, such as the E.U. and the United Nations, could be key to establishing general norms for grappling with misinformation and disinformation.

**The EU Acts to Reduce Risks and Monopoly Power**

In 2020, the European Commission proposed parallel laws—the Digital Services Act and Digital Markets Act—designed to reduce exposure to illegal content, protect the rights of internet users, and establish a transparent “accountability framework” for online platforms, as well as break up big tech companies’ tight control of online communication.297

Their goals are big: “greater democratic control and oversight over systemic platforms” and “mitigation of systemic risks, such as manipulation or disinformation.”299 The Digital Services Act requires increased transparency for online platforms’ sponsored ads and how they target users. The Act also requires “very large platforms that reach more than 10 percent of the E.U.’s population” to prevent abuse of their systems “through independent audits of their risk management systems.”300

“The new Code, released in June of 2022, includes stricter content review mechanisms and increases advertising transparency and auditor access.”

The Digital Services Act could take legal force in late 2022, with mandatory compliance by 2024.301

While the Digital Services Act focuses on creating a safer online space, the Digital Markets Act fights monopoly power. It is effectively antitrust legislation.302 The law requires big tech “gatekeeper” platforms to allow smaller companies to compete for market share and aims to prevent “gatekeepers from imposing unfair conditions on businesses and end users” and to ensure the “openness of important digital service.”303 Furthermore, it empowers the European Commission to investigate and impose sanctions for non-compliance.304

By regulating the power of large “gatekeeper” companies, this legislation could help foster openness to new entries in the digital sector.
while reducing monopoly control to give users greater choice.

Also, following guidance from the European Commission, in May 2021, many European media players strengthened their Code of Practice on Disinformation, first passed in 2018. Advertising-industry representatives, fact-checkers, along with research and civil society groups, took part in revising the Code to broaden commitments to fighting disinformation.\textsuperscript{305}

The new Code, released in June 2022, includes stricter content review mechanisms and increases advertising transparency and auditor access.\textsuperscript{306}

Note, however, that the signatories themselves choose which commitments they sign up for and are responsible for implementing.\textsuperscript{307} Nonetheless, the “code has proven to be an effective tool to limit the spread of online disinformation, including during electoral periods, and to quickly respond to crises, such as the coronavirus pandemic and the war in Ukraine,” according to those involved.\textsuperscript{308}
Learning to Detect Disinformation, Even as Youngsters

For democracy to work, we citizens need to participate and be well-informed. We must be able to identify propaganda, bias in the news, and disinformation. None of this is new. But media systems have changed dramatically, leaving us with few guardrails or barriers to entry. Well-financed producers have learned highly sophisticated techniques of persuasion. For these reasons, media literacy has become as essential as traditional literacy for democratic societies.

“Estonia and Finland educate children in using media wisely, even in primary school curricular—giving it attention on par with core subjects such as math and science.”

For any challenge, preparation is key to success. Taking on disinformation is no exception.\(^\text{309}\)

Step one is to “know it when you see it.” Of course, this isn’t always easy. Take, for example, a 2018 *New York Times* quiz for identifying which posts were generated by primarily bot-run accounts intended to manipulate users and which were by real users.\(^\text{310}\) Try it.

No matter how educated we think we are, discerning the truth requires preparation all its own. Luckily, many resources exist to help us learn to spot disinformation. One very helpful tool is Factcheck.org, run by the University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg Public Policy Center.\(^\text{311}\)

A number of countries are adding “media literacy” to their schools’ curricula. Finland and Estonia—both bordering Russia—have become recognized leaders in part because they include media literacy in primary school curricula.\(^\text{312}\) Likely, this achievement is one reason they rank so high in Freedom House’s Global Freedom index. Finland ties Sweden and Norway for first place, with a score of 100; and Estonia places 18th just behind Iceland, with a score of 94 (see Figure 18).\(^\text{313}\)

A BBC report explains how Estonia integrates media literacy into all aspects of formal learning:

> For example, math teachers might dig into statistics, which are easily misunderstood or manipulated. Art classes analyze images and how advertisements or certain media depictions make viewers perceive things. Social studies classes could focus on war propaganda.\(^\text{314}\)

Media literacy is critical not only because it helps citizens spot false information, but also because it can help us identify manipulation using factual information. To reduce the power of targeted, algorithm-generated manipulation of how we think and act, users can learn to stop, follow the source, and think critically about what is being presented. One approach is the SIFT technique noted earlier. Another resource is the Union of Concerned Scientists’
“Dos and Don’ts of Refuting Lies and Attacks,” (see Appendix A).

Media literacy is crucial in reducing the harm of misinformation and disinformation in part because it can shorten the critical time span between the posting of such content and its being reviewed and flagged. This is no small victory, as lies typically spread much faster than truth, causing tremendous harm along the way.

Yet, in preparing its citizens for the disinformation challenge, the U.S. is lagging.

We spoke with Erin McNeill of Massachusetts-based Media Literacy Now, who informed us that as of 2021, only one state, Illinois, explicitly requires schools to teach media literacy. In Florida and Ohio, laws require that teaching standards in all subjects incorporate media literacy, which is a positive step that advocates can build from, she said. But so far, these state governments have not monitored implementation, and anecdotal evidence suggests implementation is quite uneven.

In twelve other states, McNeill noted, legislators have taken steps to prioritize media literacy, which opens the door to resource allocation that supports teacher training and the rewriting of state education standards in many subjects. Meanwhile, even without legislative directives, some state educational agencies have been updating standards to include media literacy, especially in English language arts.

McNeill advocates for integrating media literacy into all subjects and laments that change is not happening fast enough. Media literacy education is currently happening in a patchwork fashion, as it often depends on individual champions and sometimes goes away when those individuals move on. “State policy and guidance help the individual champions in school districts make change more quickly and more permanently,” she said. The good news is that interest is growing, she told us. Washington and New Mexico, for example, are funding teacher training for media literacy.

To underscore the importance of media literacy education, she noted an alarming Stanford study that included this finding; Of 3,446 students questioned, eight in ten students incorrectly identified an advertisement as a real news story, despite it being labeled as “sponsored content.”

The classroom is not the only place to strengthen media literacy. We can start by talking within our families about the challenge
of navigating the Digital Age and how to meet it.

One helpful resource is MediaWise, a program through the Poynter Institute that helps people become more critical consumers of ever-changing modern media.\textsuperscript{316} For a complete list of resources and movements to combat disinformation, see Appendices A and B.

In addition to public resources, one major private player, Google, has taken an interesting approach. Rather than focusing on “debunking” misinformation, it has been working alongside researchers at the University of Cambridge and Bristol to study the effects of “pre-emptive” user education—a tactic they call “pre-bunking.”\textsuperscript{317}

Studies have found that educational warning videos about the existence and spread of misinformation on platforms like YouTube can heighten the public’s ability to identify falsehoods online.

The technique works much like a vaccine to “psychologically ‘inoculate’ internet users against internet lies,” and “cultivate ‘mental antibodies’ against fake news” before they are actually exposed to it, explain media reporters Nico Grant and Tiffany Hsu in \textit{The New York Times}.\textsuperscript{318}

To confront this enormous challenge, McNeill offers all of us the following advice: “Learn the techniques for critical thinking about media messages of all kinds, including advertising, entertainment, and news. Check your own biases. Stop and think about any message that gives you an emotional response.”

In our communities, McNeill encourages all of us “to talk with our local leaders what they are doing about media literacy.” We can each “approach our representatives in the statehouse, ask our school committee members and school superintendent.” She adds that “any member of the community can do this, not just parents of children in the system. It matters to all of us.”
Strengthening Trust, Inspiring Democratic Action

Given the decline in democratic norms worldwide, it’s easy to understand why some of us might begin to doubt humanity’s capacity for democracy. We hope our accounts of those stepping up to the challenge of strengthening democracy will help assuage such self-defeating fears.

It is easy to grasp. But is it an adequate reference point in today’s world? Protective initiatives by nations profiled in this report reflect alarm not primarily about a single lie that could cause great harm—although our own “stolen election” lie certainly qualifies. Rather, they focus on the drip, drip, drip of false messages in our media-saturated lives; for it is accumulation of false or hate-filled messaging that has deadly potential.

None of the approaches covered in our report represent a perfect solution. As we’ve stressed, our theme is “lessons, not models.” Each nation offers unique challenges and opportunities. Thus, no model can be taken wholesale from one country to another. While there may be no definitive “right” answers, the innovations we explore suggest ways to publicly enforce rules that prevent—or at least greatly reduce—harmful disinformation while at the same time protecting freedom of speech.

We acknowledge that in this moment it is hard to imagine, for example, most Americans embracing approaches that rely on trusted public agencies for enforcement. The tricky part is this: At least a modicum of trust is required to lay a solid foundation for trust. And in America today, trust in government is low.

So, might key aspects of lessons learned from leading examples abroad, initially at least, be developed here at home by widely respected social-benefit organizations or universities?

Ultimately, all of us striving for a democracy offering both freedom of speech and protection from harm must weigh our choices. We opened this report noting that both values involve risk of devolution into autocracy. From that risk...
there will never be complete freedom. In that sense, and in so many others, democracy is never “finished.”

Here we summarize two possible paths:

**Path One:** Resist any limit on speech—except for defamation and libel—no matter how vile, inaccurate, intentionally misleading, or threatening. On this path, a democracy risks further decline in social trust, as citizens turn against each other and become more likely to embrace would-be autocrats promising they alone can bring unity. It leaves decisions about removing content to tech companies’ judgment, even as their profits benefit from the most inflammatory posts.  

Arguably, the U.S. has largely taken this path, contributing to the Capitol attack on January 6, 2021.

**Path Two:** Democracy accepts its inherent vulnerability to the deliberate spread of disinformation that can erode trust, undermine common problem solving, and move citizens to embrace autocratic control. It strives to face and reduce that vulnerability through transparent public input and oversight. Public agencies, whose leaders have earned wide public respect, create tools easily accessible and reviewable by all. Citizens report information that is both erroneous and harmful, such as threats presenting public danger. The public entity decides whether it is to be flagged as false and harmful. Appeal is possible. Given the strong backlash against our Homeland Security’s launch of the Disinformation Governance Board—mentioned as we opened this report—such an entity should probably not be launched with power to order removal of content. Experience with “alerts,” however, could trigger public awareness, ignite discussion, as well as heighten appreciation of why dangerous disinformation must be exposed and ultimately fact checked. Debating how a widely trusted and transparent system—perhaps learning from New Zealand’s approach—could ignite hope, a prerequisite for progress.

Both paths could include education, at all levels, that emphasizes the danger of disinformation to democracy. Even our youngest citizens can learn how to spot false information as well as grasp the importance for democracy of engaging in honest dialogue. All of us can learn about rules and tools for balancing the protection of freedom of expression and public safety.

Neither path is free from risk of misuse and erosion into autocracy, but in this report, we present evidence of promising attempts along the second pathway. We recognize that a common reservation about this option is the “slippery slope”—the fear that virtually any
step limiting speech will devolve into ever tightening restrictions.

But is this fear well-founded? Note that the highly rated democracies we’ve featured have not slipped down that slope into repressive censorship, even over decades. New Zealand’s Broadcast Standards Authority, for example, has been operating since 1989.\textsuperscript{321}

### Igniting a Sense of Possibility

Here we’ve shared actions in a range of nations to meet the disinformation threat. We have offered cautionary tales of dangerous missteps while highlighting the promising practices of highly rated democracies striving to balance private and public interests.

“Fortunately, across America an historic and vibrant Democracy Movement is gaining ground. It is a ‘movement of movements.’”

Often justified by our Constitution’s First Amendment right to free speech, we in the U.S. have allowed private interests propagating dangerous lies to corrupt our public dialogue. In so doing, we place private rights above a founding purpose of our nation as defined in the Preamble to our Constitution: that is, to “promote the general Welfare.”\textsuperscript{322} Arguably, allowing the spread of such harmful disinformation for private gain is therefore blatantly anti-constitutional.

\textit{Preamble to the Constitution of the United States:}

“We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America”.\textsuperscript{323}

One tool for staying abreast of related global developments is the Center for Countering Digital Hate, a U.K. organization working to educate the public about the prevalence of digital hate and disinformation and how to combat it to strengthen democracy, with offices in London and Washington D.C.\textsuperscript{324} We invite you also to explore in Appendix B other leading organizations with tools for addressing this challenge. It is entitled “Movements to Combat Misinformation and Disinformation.”

Preparing \textit{Crisis of Trust} has ignited a new sense of possibility in us. We hope our readers are also encouraged by our findings. Of course, the effectiveness of the steps we profile will depend on whether citizens come to trust their governments to use them fairly.

In the U.S., deepening trust in government—now so limited, yet so essential to meeting the crisis—requires tackling the roots of our compromised democracy. Many of us lack trust because we are aware that private wealth powerfully influences elections, and massive corporate lobbying denies citizens equal
voice—precisely what representative democracy is supposed to ensure.\textsuperscript{325}

Yet, this reality is difficult to for many to see because of a mental frame we’ve inherited: the notion of “American Exceptionalism”—the assumption that we are not only the first modern republic but the best, the long-time “leader of the western world.”\textsuperscript{326} This frame can blind us to what does not fit within it—such as the fact that Freedom House ranks the quality of our democracy behind more than five dozen nations.\textsuperscript{327}

Can we flip this into good news?

Maybe. Just imagine how much more discouraging it would be if America truly were “the best democracy,” given all we know about the power of private wealth in political life and the many ways our voting system denies equal voice. Burying the notion of American “exceptionalism” can fire up our motivation as well as open our eyes to inspiration and practical tools from stronger democracies.

The great news is that a historic democratic “movement of movements” is arising in the U.S. It includes those striving to remove the power of private, monied interests in government and to enable equal access to the ballot box, as well as the fair drawing of districts to ensure all voters have equal voice.

Want to dive in and learn more about this encouraging breakthrough?

Here’s a cool tool. We invite you to explore the Small Planet Institute’s co-sponsored, online guide that enables users easily to connect to democracy-reform actions in their state. You’ll find it here: www.democracymovement.us.\textsuperscript{328} Our partner in creating this tool was the former Democracy Initiative with 75 member organizations—including not only democracy-reform groups but also those ranging from civil rights to the environment. Together they represented 45 million Americans, all striving for democracy in America.\textsuperscript{329}

The organizations listed below also offer great avenues for channeling our dissatisfaction, desire, and determination to be part of the solution.

We hope we’ve made the case that the disinformation challenge is not just an additional item on the list of worthy causes—for we can only tackle today’s challenges as we as a people engage in fact-based dialogue. Whatever else is dear to our hearts as engaged citizens, let us cultivate an alertness to disinformation and an eagerness to resist and report it. May the shock of registering our true standing among the world’s democracies, as
well as inspiration and practical lessons from those highly regarded, motivate and guide us. We look forward to incorporating your thoughts on this initial edition. If we find this report to have proven useful, we will strive to update it in future editions.

Now, we close with an insight long fueling our determination:

“Democracy is a process, not a static condition. It is becoming, rather than being. It can easily be lost, but never is fully won. Its essence is eternal struggle.”

William H. Hastie
America’s First African American Federal Judge
Democracy lives on honest dialogue and dies on a diet of lies. But how can democratic cultures that prize freedom of speech also protect against the lasting damage disinformation wreaks? There are few more important questions existing today. Disinformation destroys trust essential for tackling the pressing challenges of our time, from the climate crisis to political polarization to devastating economic inequities. None can be met without honest communication. In *Crisis of Trust* we share lessons gleaned from established democracies demonstrating leadership on this vital question. We hope their stories will fortify our own determination to meet the challenge as well as offer practical ideas we might adapt to our own realities.

Frances Moore Lappé is an American original. Dubbed “the Movement Mother” by *New York* magazine and the “Godmother of ‘plant-based’ living” by *The New York Times*, her life’s work spans breakthroughs in equitable and ecological farming and eating, all the way to rethinking democracy as a thrilling way of life instead of simply a government structure. *Gourmet* listed her as one of the 25 people, along with Thomas Jefferson and Julia Child, whose work has changed the way America eats. The Smithsonian heralded her first book, *Diet for a Small Planet* (1972), as “one of the most influential political tracts of the times.” She has been featured in *Harper’s*, *The New York Times Magazine*, and *O: The Oprah Magazine*, among others. Her media appearances range from the *Today* show to *Hardball with Chris Matthews*, *Fox and Friends*, the BBC and PBS’s *Retro Report*.

The recipient of 20 honorary degrees and the Right Livelihood Award (often called the alternative Nobel), Lappé has authored 20 books, most recently *Daring Democracy* co-authored with Adam Eichen and *It’s Not Too Late*. A sought-after public speaker, Lappé has been a visiting scholar at MIT and U.C. Berkeley. Lappé co-founded three national organizations: Oakland-based Food First (1975); Center for Living Democracy, which launched the American News Service covering solutions-oriented news that was picked up by half the nation’s largest one hundred newspapers (1991-2000); and with her daughter Anna Lappé, Cambridge, Massachusetts-based Small Planet Institute (2002).
Appendices

Appendix A: Resources to Combat Misinformation and Disinformation

Dos and Don’ts of Refuting Lies and Attacks Union of Concerned Scientists Resource Guide

The Dos and Don’ts of Refuting Lies and Attacks

- **DO** use individual stories to illuminate collective trends and statistics
- **DO** name what is true while emphasizing what is possible
- **DO** use news cycles and real-world incidents to advance your narrative
- **DO** meet people where they are, to lead them somewhere better
- **DO** name names, bad actors, and systemic dynamics
- **DO** speak from a position of power (i.e., the power of the people and of truth)
- **DO** develop plans and messaging that counter the opposition’s
- **DO** report the disinformation to people who can regulate the content:
  - Report to the social media platforms
  - Report to trusted messengers in the voting rights space
  - Report hate
- **DO** report the disinformation to people who can counter the message through trusted relationships, such as local community organizers or influencers

- **DON’T** repeat, replace: instead of repeating a misperception, replace it with factual information
- **DON’T** prioritize facts and statistics over storytelling
- **DON’T** prioritize myth-busting. “Dunk-and-debunk” posts may be (temporarily) satisfying, but your audience already knows the myths, so focus on the facts; as noted above, repeating myths only serves to reinforce them.
- **DON’T** create an air of doom and gloom: you can convey your seriousness and the seriousness of an issue without sending the message that the situation is hopeless (because it’s not!)
- **DON’T** be too focused on advancing your own agenda
- **DON’T** manipulate your audience through fear and anger
- **DON’T** use the passive voice (e.g., instead of “Someone was bitten by the dog,” say “The dog bit someone”)
- **DON’T** exaggerate opponents’ power or underestimate your power
- **DON’T** use shaming content—it makes people less receptive to anything you have to say, and the people you may think “deserve” shaming usually aren’t listening anyway, but prospective supporters are

“Sourced from the Union of Concerned Scientists’ resource guide —[Countering Disinformation in Your Community]— based on the intellectual property of communications strategist Sabrina Joy Stevens.”
Appendix B: Movements to Combat Misinformation and Disinformation

Organizations in the US

- **News Literacy Project**: A nonpartisan national education nonprofit that provides programs and resources for educators and the public to teach, learn, and share the abilities needed to be smart, active consumers of news and information and equal and engaged participants in democracy.
- **NewseumED**: An online platform that provides free resources to cultivate the First Amendment and media literacy skills essential to civic life. For more than two decades, its goal has been to educate users about misinformation.
- **FactCheck.org by University of Pennsylvania**: A nonpartisan, nonprofit “consumer advocate” for voters that aims to reduce the level of deception and confusion in U.S politics by monitoring the factual accuracy of what is said by major U.S political players in the form of TV ads, debates, speeches, interviews, and news releases.
- **Media Manipulation Casebook**: A digital resource platform that maps media manipulation and disinformation campaigns for those wanting to learn more about detecting and debunking media manipulation and misinformation.
- **PolitiFact**: A fact-checking service that specializes in verifying/refuting the claims made by elected officials.
- **Snopes**: An independent fact-checking organization that seeks to identify and analyze misinformation.
- **First Draft**: A non-profit focused on protecting communities from misinformation by empowering society with the knowledge, understanding, and tools needed to resist false and misleading information.
- **Lead Stories**: A fact-checking and debunking website that seeks to identify and fact-check recent new stories.
- **Bridge Michigan**: A nonprofit, nonpartisan news organization that provides passionate and rooted Michigan readers with honest, fact-driven journalism on the state’s diverse people, politics, and economy.
- **ElDetector**: U.S based Spanish-language fact-checking platform.

International Organizations

North America

**Cuba**
- **el TOQUE DeFacto**: A fact-checking website that includes a chatbot on Telegram, WhatsApp, and Facebook messenger that sends factual responses to users who submit information.

**Mexico**
• **Verificado**: An independent, volunteer-run project led by several journalists from northern Mexico.

• **Escenario Tlaxcala**: A hyperlocal digital news site located in the Mexican state of Tlaxcala. The platform fact-checks claims by politicians and government officials, as well as viral claims on social media.

• **El Sabueso** (“The Bloodhound”): Online fact-checking tool available through the political news website Animal Político.

**Guatemala**

• **Fáctica**: An independent fact-checking project operated by Agencia Ocoto- a group of journalists, researchers, and other communicators who collaborate with each other and media partners.

• **ConPruebas**: Provides occasional fact-checks as part of a university-based journalism project called Plaza Pública (“Public Square”).

**Costa Rica**

• **Doble Check**: A fact-checking project based at the Universidad de Costa Rica. It concentrates on political claims and statements made in the media.

• **No Coma Cuento**: A fast-checking tool through the local newspaper La Nación.

**South America**

**Panama**

• **TVN’s BienChequado**: An online fact-checking platform by journalists at the TVN network.

**Ecuador**

• **Udla Channel Chequea**: An online fact-checker that reviews statements made by public figures and institutions.

• **El Verificador**: An independent digital media outlet that conducts fact-checking by staff members of GK, an independent Ecuadorian media outlet.

• **Ecuador Verifica**: A coalition of more than 30 media outlets, civil society organizations, and universities that implemented fact-checking during Ecuador's 2021 elections.

• **Ecuador Chequea**: A nonprofit that focuses on fact-checking political statements and misinformation that spreads through social media.

**Colombia**

• **Detector de mentiras** (“Lie Detector”): An independent news site that conducts fact-checking.

• **Colombiacheck**: A nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that brings together more than 100 journalists to fact-check articles and data.

**Venezuela**

• **Cocuyo Chequea**: An independent journalism platform that fact-checks information.

• **Espuja**: An independent fact-checking organization that evaluates hoaxes/rumors and reviews the accuracy of statements made by public figures.

• **Coteja**: A nonprofit organization that focuses on fact-checking the country’s social and political issues.

**Peru**

• **Verificador**: A fact-checking tool accessible through the website of La Republica (Peru's leading commercial newspaper) to debunk false claims and online misinformation.
• **OjoBiónico**: An independent digital news service that provides fact-checking services.

• **Salud con Lupa’s Comprueba**: Fact-checking by reporters at the health news site to promote factual health reporting.

• **ConvocaVerifica**: An independent investigative journalism site that fact-checks the accuracy of political statements and challenges other forms of misinformation.

**Bolivia**

• **Chequea Bolivia**: An independent fact-checking platform that focuses on debunking misinformation spread through social media platforms.

• **Bolivia Verifica**: A fact-checking platform that seeks to verify political statements and respond to “fake news.”

**Brazil**

• **Boatos (“Rumors”)**: An independent online platform that debunks viral content.

• **Aos Fatos**: An independent online fact-checking platform.

**Argentina**

• **Chequeado**: A nonprofit organization that fact-checks news stories.

**Chile**

• **FastCheckCL**: An independent fact-checking online platform that checks claims made in mainstream media and social media.

**Africa**

**Sierra Leone**

• **Dubwa Sierra Leone (“Amplifying the Truth”)**: Affiliated with the nonprofit organization PTCIJ, which fact-checks and debunks digitally disseminated false information.

**Ghana**

• **FactCheckGhana**: A project of the NGO Media Foundation for West Africa, which fact-checks political claims and viral rumors.

• **GhanaFact**: An independent nonprofit that fact-checks misleading information on social media and messaging platforms. It monitors public discourse and political promises.

**Nigeria**

• **Dubwa Nigeria**: Affiliated with the nonprofit organization PTCIJ, which fact-checks and debunks digitally disseminated false information.

**Senegal**

• **Africa Check Fr**: A nonprofit that focuses on fact-checking claims made by francophone countries in West Africa.

**Gambia**

• **FactCheck Gambia**: An independent online outlet that fact-checks political claims and online rumors.

**Guinea**

• **PesaCheck**: A fact-checking initiative to debunk misleading claims and verify the financial and other statistical figures quoted by public figures across Africa.

**Burkina Faso**

• **PesaCheck (Burkina Faso)**: A fact-checking initiative to debunk misleading claims and verify the financial and other statistical figures quoted by public figures across Africa.

**Niger**

• **PesaCheck (Niger)**: A fact-checking initiative to debunk misleading claims and verify the financial and other statistical numbers quoted by public figures across Africa.
Cameroon
- **PesaCheck (Cameroon):** A fact-checking initiative to debunk misleading claims and verify the financial and other statistical figures quoted by public figures across Africa.

Namibia
- **Namibia Factcheck:** A fact-checking project affiliated with the nonprofit, nonpartisan Institute for Public Policy Research.

Zimbabwe
- **ZimFact:** A project created by the Voluntary Media Council of Zimbabwe that focuses on politics and a wide range of issues. It also checks the status of elected officials' campaign promises.

Egypt
- **Saheeh Masr:** An independent, online fact-checking platform that review statements made by elected officials, politicians, and media personalities.
- **Matsada2sh (“Don’t Believe”):** An independent fact-checking initiative that combats misinformation published in Arabic on social media platforms. They operate on social media, with Facebook and Twitter profiles, and cover misinformation in the Arab world with a focus on Egypt.

Asia
Lebanon
- **Maharat News Fact-O-Meter:** A Beirut-based nonprofit that works to promote freedom of expression and media development. Fact-O-Meter is a tool that fact-checks published reports.
- **Skeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom:** The center aims to defend press and cultural freedom in the Middle East and promote the establishment of an Arab public opinion able to protect freedom of expression by disseminating information about violations of press/cultural freedoms.

Syria
- **Verify-Sy:** An independent online platform that verifies official and unofficial information from Syria including "alternative media" reports, public statements, and images that circulate on social media.

Jordan
- **Fatabyyano:** An independent organization that covers a wide range of misinformation and hoaxes throughout the Arab world.
- **Misbar:** A fact-checking platform that provides analysis and commentary about misinformation trends.

Israel
- **The Whistle:** A non-partisan, non-governmental organization that fact-checks political and media discourse.

Iraq
- **Tech 4 Peace:** An independent, non-profit organization that focuses on misinformation that circulates on social media about the region in and around Iraq.

Saudi Arabia
- **No Rumors:** An independent project affiliated with “The Anti-Rumor Commission,” whose main goal is fact-checking.

Iran
• **Fact-Nameh**: An independent platform that reviews the accuracy of statements made by Iranian political leaders.

**Turkey**
• **Teyit**: A non-governmental organization that monitors news reports and social media for suspicious information.
• **Dogruluk Payi**: Fact-checking by the staff of İzlemedeyiz Association ("We Are on Watch"), an independent, non-governmental organization based in Istanbul. The organization focuses on reviewing the accuracy of political statements and verifying claims that circulate on social media.

**Azerbaijan**
• **Fakt Yoxla**: A non-governmental fact-checking organization that focuses on dismantling misinformation pertaining to politics, law, human rights, society, and economics.

**Kazakhstan**
• **FactCheck.kz**: An independent fact-checking platform founded by The MediaNet International Center for Journalism, an independent non-governmental organization.

**Mongolia**
• **Fact-check Mongolia**: A fact-checking project by the Mongolian Center for Investigative Reporters, an independent, non-profit organization in the capital city of Ulaanbaatar.

**Pakistan**
• **Soch Fact Check**: A platform that reviews statements about politics, science, and culture on social and traditional media.

**India**
• **Alt News**: A non-governmental organization launched as a volunteer effort in India to counter "fake propagandists" who spread messages online and in the media.
• **Lokmat Fact-check**: A Marathi language newspaper published in the Maharashtra state of India. Its website launched a fact-checking section in 2020, and has published fact-checks on viral misinformation, the COVID-19 pandemic, manipulated media, and political claims.

**Bangladesh**
• **BD Fact Check**: A non-profit, non-political fact-checking organization operated by volunteers and maintained with reader donations. It focuses on claims from public figures, political parties, media outlets, social media and various organizations and institutions.

**Myanmar**
• **Real or Not Myanmar**: A non-governmental platform that focuses on debunking misinformation and rumors spread online.

**Thailand**
• **Sure and Share Center**: A project of the Thai News Agency that focuses on misinformation spread on social media and messaging apps.

**Indonesia**
• **Tirto.id Periksa Fakta**: An independent platform that fact-checks using publicly available government and corporate information.

**Taiwan**
- **MyGoPen**: An independent fact-checker that utilizes LINE, a popular messaging service, to connect with readers. It has developed a LINE messaging bot that automatically fact-checks forwarded messages.

**Philippines**
- **FactRakers**: A fact-checking tool administered by students at the University of the Philippines-Diliman.

**Japan**
- **InFact Fact Check**: A non-profit news agency that publishes fact-checking and investigative news reports. Based in Osaka, its contributors include journalists, lawyers, social entrepreneurs, and citizen journalists.

**South Korea**
- **NewsToF**: An independent platform that fact-checks politicians and public claims, with priority given to socially influential figures.

**Australia**
- **Metafact**: An independent fact-checking platform that mobilizes a network of verified academic and professional experts to answer reader questions about science, health, and medical issues.

**New Zealand**
- **The Whole Truth**: A fact-checking media platform.

**Europe**

**Norway**
- **Faktisk**: An independent, nonprofit reporting partnership that utilizes a staff of journalists, who focus on claims made in political debate, in the press and on social media.

**United Kingdom**
- **Logically**: An independent platform where the public uses the Logically app to submit claims, which are automatically matched with previous fact-checks. Claims that have not been previously reviewed are checked by a team of human fact-checkers and sent back to users within several days.
- **BBC Reality Check**: The publicly funded, non-commercial platform focuses on fact-checking news in the country.

**Ireland**
- **TheJournal.Ie FactCheck**: A fact-checking platform staffed by reporters.

**France**
- **Les Surlingneurs**: A collective of legal teachers and researchers whose analysis includes fact-checks of political statements and other claims that have a basis in the law.
- **Climate Feedback**: A Paris-based non-profit organization that verifies the credibility of media reports and claims about science. Reviews are conducted by verified scientific specialists.

**Spain**
- **Verifact**: An independent, non-profit journalistic project focused on counteracting misinformation in Catalonia, where political leaders of the region's independence movement remain at odds with Spain's national government in Madrid.
- **Polétika**: An independent fact-checking organization created by a coalition of activist groups in Spain led by Oxfam Intermón and CIECODE to track political promises.
• **Maldita.es**: A non-profit journalism organization that focuses on disinformation and transparency.

• **Newtral**: An independent organization that fact-checks and verifies reports on its website and independently produces other media content.

**Portugal**

• **Polígrafo**: A commercial, for-profit fact-checker that reviews statements by public figures from across Portuguese life and society, including national and European politics, international news, the economy, sports, and pop culture.

**Germany**

• **ZDFH Fact Check**: A platform that fact-checks and verifies news stories.

• **Faktenfinder**: A platform that fact-checks and investigates widely spread claims and rumors from across the country and around the world.

**Switzerland**

• **Fact Check by Swissinfo.ch**: A public media platform that fact-checks news sources.

**Italy**

• **Facta**: An independent platform that focuses broadly on hoaxes, fake news, and disinformation that circulates in the media or on social networks.

• **Lavoce.info**: A fact-checking economic and political site based in Milan with a small staff and a team of expert volunteers.

**Netherlands**

• **Factory**: Fact-checking by students in the journalism school at Fontys University of Applied Sciences. The site focuses on claims by politicians, companies, non-governmental organizations, celebrities, and journalists. The students also verify photos and videos that circulate online.

**Denmark**

• **TjekDet**: An independent organization that provides explanatory backgrounders, guides, and educational materials on misinformation and disinformation, and monitors scientific research on current issues.

**Sweden**

• **Källkritikbyran**: An independent fact-checking platform that focuses primarily on viral claims that spread in the media and online.

**Finland**

• **Faktabaari**: A volunteer-run fact-checking platform with a small volunteer staff of professional journalists. Its fact-checking emphasizes local, national, and European elections.

**Estonia**

• **Esti Päevalehe Faktikontroll**: A fact-checking tool by the newspaper Eesti Päevaleht in collaboration with the non-profit Eesti Väitlusseltsi.

**Latvia**

• **Re:Baltica**: A fact-checking unit of Re:Baltica, a Latvian non-profit investigative center founded in 2011.

**Ukraine**

• **Bez Brehni**: An independent fact-checking platform.

• **VoxCheck**: An independent platform that fact-checks Ukrainian politicians and relies on crowd-funding for much of its support.
- **Slovo I Dilo**: An organization created by the People’s Control System, a non-governmental organization, to track the political promises of Ukrainian officials at the national and local level.

**Moldova**
- **Stop Fals!**: A fact-checking and media literacy project of the Independent Press Association.

**Romania**
- **Dignitas**: An independent fact-checking project that relies on input from its audience to examine statements made by Romanian political figures.
- **Factual**: An independent fact-checking platform administered by volunteer contributors with the goal of pushing for accountability and budget transparency.

**Austria**
- **Medizin Transparent**: A platform project of Cochrane Österreich -- the Austrian branch of an international, not-for-profit network of health professionals and patient advocates that distills research findings. This fact-checking project focuses on health claims made in the media, on the internet, and in advertising.

**Czech Republic**
- **Demagog**: Fact-checking platform administered by three professional journalists, who are assisted by students of Masaryk University in Brno.

**Poland**
- **Pravda**: An independent platform whose fact-checking focuses on verifying claims and challenging misinformation in politics, public health, and social discourse.
- **FakeNews.pl**: An independent organization whose fact-checking focuses on misinformation related to health, technology, public policy, entertainment and other areas of society.

**Slovenia**
- **Razkrinkavanje**: A fact-checking tool of Oštro, an independent, non-profit center for investigative journalism focusing on the Adriatic region. Its journalists review statements in the media as well as claims made by prominent public figures.

**Croatia**
- **Faktograf**: An independent fact-checking project that concentrates on political claims, campaign promises, digital hoaxes, and misinformation. It is operated by GONG, a Zagreb-based non-profit focused on civic participation and government accountability, with support from the National Endowment for Democracy (NED).

**Serbia**
- **Razkrinkavanje** (Serbia): A non-profit organization that monitors claims made by and in Serbian media. Also maintains lists of media and sources whose credibility is questionable.
- **Istinomer**: A non-governmental organization that fact-checks news sources.

**Bosnia and Herzegovina**
- **Istinomjer.ba**: A non-governmental organization that monitors political claims and the status of election promises.
- **Razkrinkavanje** (Bosnia and Herzegovina): A non-profit organization that fact-checks media content and promotes media literacy.

**Montenegro**
• **Razkrinkavanje** (Montenegro): A non-profit organization whose fact-checking focuses on claims made in the media.

**Kosovo**
• **Kallxo**: An online accountability platform for Kosovo citizens funded by the United Nations Development Program.

**Albania**
• **Faktoje.al**: A non-profit organization focused on verifying public statements at the national and local levels.

**North Macedonia**
• **Vistinomer**: An independent fact-checking platform.

**Greece**
• **Ellinika Hoaxes**: A volunteer-supported project based in Thessaloniki that covers a broad range of misinformation -- from political claims and social media hoaxes to pseudoscience and historical inaccuracies.
Appendix C: Country Comparison Metrics

Freedom House Scores

The Freedom House scores referenced in this report are calculated based on consideration of the following criteria. Further scoring details and breakdowns are available on Freedom House’s website.331

“Scores – A country or territory is awarded 0 to 4 points for each of 10 political rights indicators and 15 civil liberties indicators, which take the form of questions; a score of 0 represents the smallest degree of freedom and 4 the greatest degree of freedom. The political rights questions are grouped into three subcategories: Electoral Process (3 questions), Political Pluralism and Participation (4), and Functioning of Government (3). The civil liberties questions are grouped into four subcategories: Freedom of Expression and Belief (4 questions), Associational and Organizational Rights (3), Rule of Law (4), and Personal Autonomy and Individual Rights (4). The political rights section also contains an additional discretionary question addressing forced demographic change. For the discretionary question, a score of 1 to 4 may be subtracted, as applicable (the worse the situation, the more points may be subtracted). The highest overall score that can be awarded for political rights is 40 (or a score of 4 for each of the 10 questions). The highest overall score that can be awarded for civil liberties is 60 (or a score of 4 for each of the 15 questions). The scores from the previous edition are used as a benchmark for the current year under review. A score is typically changed only if there has been a real-world development during the year that warrants a decline or improvement (e.g., a crackdown on the media, the country’s first free and fair elections), though gradual changes in conditions—in the absence of a signal event—are occasionally registered in the scores.”

Full list of Freedom House Scores can be found here.

Scoring and status:

KEY:  F = Free, PF = Partly Free, and NF = Not Free

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Political Rights score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-60</td>
<td>PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44-52</td>
<td>PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-43</td>
<td>PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-34</td>
<td>NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-25</td>
<td>NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-16</td>
<td>NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-7</td>
<td>NF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sourced from “Freedom in the World Research Methodology,” Freedom House
The scores of countries discussed are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>FREEDOM HOUSE S</th>
<th>RANKING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>T-1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>T-11th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>T-14th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>T-17th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>T-17th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>T-44th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>T-60th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>T-80th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>86th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>T-126th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>T-148th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>T-155th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>163rd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graphs of countries ranked by Freedom House begin on the next page, which are distinguished by three categories: free countries, partially free countries, and not free countries.
Freedom House Scores and Rankings by Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freedom House Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Norway
2. Finland
3. Sweden
4. New Zealand
5. Canada
6. Denmark
7. Netherlands
8. Uruguay
9. Ireland
10. Luxembourg
11. Belgium
12. Japan
13. Switzerland
14. Australia
15. Barbados
16. Portugal
17. Iceland
18. Estonia
19. Taiwan
20. Chile
21. Germany
22. Kiribati
23. Andorra
24. Tuvatu
25. United Kingdom
26. Austria
27. San Marino
28. Marshall Islands
29. Dominica
30. Cyprus
31. St. Lucia
32. Cabo Verde
33. Palau
34. Micronesia
35. Costa Rica
36. The Bahamas
37. St. Vincent and the Grenadines
38. Czech Republic
39. Liechtenstein
40. Slovakia
41. Spain
42. Slovenia
43. Italy
44. St. Kitts and Nevis
45. France
46. Grenada
47. Lithuania
48. Malta
49. Latvia
50. Greece
51. Belize
52. Mauritius
53. Croatia
54. Antigua and Barbuda
55. Monaco
56. São Tomé and Príncipe
57. Mongolia
58. Argentina
59. South Korea
60. Romania
61. Samoa
62. United States
63. Panama

Free Countries
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64. Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65. Vanuatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66. Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68. Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69. Seychelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70. South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71. Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. Suriname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73. Solomon Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74. Tonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75. Namibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76. Northern Cyprus*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77. Nauru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79. Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80. Guyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81. Botswana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82. Timor-Leste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83. Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84. Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85. Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86. Dominican Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87. Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88. Montenegro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89. Albania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. North Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91. Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92. Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93. India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94. Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95. Paraguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96. Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97. Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98. Lesotho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99. Moldova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100. Papua New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101. Serbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102. Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103. Bhutan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104. Madagascar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105. Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106. Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107. El Salvador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108. Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109. Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110. Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111. Fiji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112. Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113. Kosovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114. Armenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115. Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116. Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117. Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118. Burkina Faso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119. Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120. Zambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121. Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122. Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123. Côte d’Ivoire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124. Somalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125. Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126. Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127. Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128. The Gambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129. Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130. Hong Kong*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131. Mozambique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132. Guinea-Bissau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133. Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134. Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135. Comoros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136. Maldives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137. Abkhazia*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagorno-Karabakh*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistani Kashmir*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Kashmir*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bank*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnistria*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Ossetia*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaza Strip*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimea*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Sahara*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Dornbas*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibet*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Free Countries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**World Freedom Index**

Full World Press Freedom Index Scores can be found [here](#).332

The rankings of relevant countries are listed below, and are out of 180 countries. The rankings are also categorized as being Good, Fairly Good, Problematic, Bad, and Very Bad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>RANKING</th>
<th>CLASSIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Fairly Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Fairly Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>25th</td>
<td>Fairly Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>34th</td>
<td>Fairly Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>44th</td>
<td>Fairly Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>92nd</td>
<td>Problematic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>111th</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>130th</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>146th</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>160th</td>
<td>Very Bad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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